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In each of our lives

we encounter special people

who give life its essence,

whose very reasons for being

seem to be

the lifting of life.

This issue of LYCOMI\G
is dedicated

to three members

of the Lycoming family

whose lives have touched so many.

WHOSE LIVES

HAVE TOUCHED
SO MANY



DR. ELAINE SHAFFER KURTZ
19251973

A Celebration of Her Life

at

First Presbyterian Church
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

February 22, 1973

"It was in London in 1953 on her debut at Royal

Festival Hall that Elaine Shaffer was christened

'Angel in Black', a description that pursued her

and was crowned last month by Time magazine's

accolade, 'Queen of the Flute'. Elaine's life by

years was relatively short, but in intensity it

encompassed several lifetimes. Her story is

that of one incredible chapter following another-

her scholarship to Curtis Institute of Music

without having had any formal flute training, her

appearance with more than twenty-five major

world orchestras, and supremely, her

performance of all the Bach Flute Sonatas to a

sold-out house in London on her last birthday -

four months ago.

"Elaine's impeccable musicianship was

parralleled by her sensitive humanity.

Professionally and socially she associated

with royalty and distinguished citizens around

the world. Names like Herman Hesse, Sir

Jacob Epstein, Picasso, Karl Barth, Chagall,

John Kenneth Galbraith, Yehudi Menuhin,

received her with warmth and respect. Yet,

nothing brought more delight to her face than

the company of little children or infants. She

never outgrew home. As success accumulated,

voluminous letters described audiences,

orchestras, reviews, and extensive intineraries.

But always first she inquired of the health and

interests of each one. She apologized for

reference to her last illness as selfish.

"The sun and air of the Swiss mountains she

loved gave Elaine a healthy out-door radiance

that set off her cornflower blue eyes. She

trained as an athlete not only to sustain her

wind power, but she seemed to feel most alive

when running, swimming, bicycling, or

climbing. In her village of Gstaad she would

point in any direction and name accurately the

mountain peaks, many of which she had explored

on foot. Native villagers hailed her as

'Mountain Goat'.

"To speak of Elaine's artistry and humanity

leaves yet the mention of her distinct spiritual

nature. This was most reflected in her musical

interpretation. She once said, 'If the music talks

then each individual in the audience is obliterated

into a collective subconscious, taken out of his

everyday life and given a glimpse of the unseen,

of eternity. ' Herman Hesse wrote her: 'You play

Bach and Handel as only the daughter of Bach

and Handel would play. ' Ernest Bloch's conclusive

comment: 'You have passed the conservatory

of God.

'



"The marriage of Efrem Kurtz and Elaine

Shaffer stood as a union of beauty and inspiration.

Each an artist with distinct gifts, they gloried

in the triumphs of the other.

"We shall miss this musical maiden, but

because of what she gave to each one of us,

countless years from now it will be said of her

as Thoreau said after the death of John Brown,
'she is more alive now than ever she was!"'

Born in Altoona, Miss Shaffer was raised in

Williamsport, where she taught herself to play

the flute, cello, and violin. After graduation

from high school in 1943 she began to study at

Curtis Institute in Philadelphia with William

Kincaid, Leopold Stokowski's star flutist with

the Philadelphia Orchestra. After several

seasons in the Philadelphia Orchestra, she
played a few months with the Kansas City

Symphony, then qualified as solo flute with the

Houston Symphony, conducted by Efrem Kurtz.

Soon thereafter she married conductor Kurtz and

continued to develop her command of the flute's

solo literature under the demanding tutelage of

Yehudi Menuhin.

In 1953 she made a debut in London's Royal

Festival Hall and was lauded as "one of the

greatest artists on the platform today. " She then

remained in Europe to record successes in

sixteen countries with dozens of orchestras, as

well as in the Middle East and Australia.

Composers Virgil Thomson and Earnest Bloch

have written special works as a tribute to her.

Critics in Rome, Berlin, Madrid, Paris, Milan,

London, and Vienna acclaim her as "the first

lady of the flute, " So did her audience in

Williamsport on January 27, 1965 at her first

official homecoming when she was soloist with

the Harrisburg Symphony Orchestra.

On January 12, 1971 Miss Shaffer was given an

honorary doctor of humanities degree by Lycoming

College at a concert with Hephzibah Mcnuhln
before an enthusiastic capacity audience in the

Scottish Rite Auditorium.

DR. ROBERT II. EWLNG

At commencement on May Cth Lycoming College

had the privilege of conferring an honorary

Doctor of Humanities upon Robert H. Ewing,

professor of history, as he retired after forty

years in education. The native of West
Elizabeth received his bachelor of arts degree

with honors from Wooster College and the master
of arts in historj' from the University of Michigan.

He also took additional graduate courses at the

University of Michigan, Pennsylvania State

University, and the University of Pittsburgh.

Bob began his professional career as an

elementary teacher in Bowerstown, Ohio, in

1929. He later taught history at Brookville High

School and was principal of the school from 1936

to 1943, when he began a four-year tour of active

duty with the U. S. Navy. He is a member of Phi

Alpha Theta, honorary history fraternity.

In 1956 Bob was given the Merit Award for

Outstanding Service to Lycoming. The 1957

edition of The Arrow , the college yearbook,

was dedicated to him.

THE ROBERT H. EWING
LECTURES

In recognition of his long and selfless service to

Lycoming College and the community, a number

of Bob's colleagues in his and other departments

spearheaded a drive to establish The Robert H.

Ewing Lectures in the Humanities - which will

bring to Lycoming College and the Williamsport

Community persons of unusual distinction in the

Humanities, with special attention to the fields

of History and Religion. To offer the lecture at



least bi-annually, an endowment fund has been

established by contributions from colleagues,

students, alumni, and friends.

Editor's Note: Additional contributions to increase the amount
of the endowment will be gratefully received. The larger

income will provide more flexibility in choosing lecturers

and possibly more frequent scheduling.

Dr. Robert H. Ewing
Professor Emeritus of History

Robert H. Ewing came to Lycoming in 1947 when

the institution was Williamsport Dickinson

Seminary and Junior College. His growth and

that of the College bom the next year, have been

intertwined, and he has contributed much to its

success. The following remarks about Bob were

made on the occasion of the annual faculty and

staff recognition dinner in April.

"No one is capable of adequately assessing your

unnumbered contributions to Lycoming College,

but as one who has had the honor and good fortune

to be a fellow member of the History Department

for twenty-four years, perhaps I (Ed. Note:

Loring Priest) can come closest to conveying the

qualities which have caused you to be so widely

respected and admired.

"To students over the years your love of

learning made history come alive. Dynamic,

forceful, and rating history as the greatest of

the humanities, you moved innumerable students

to an appreciation of their past.

"With the passage of the years and the growth of

our enrollment, unfortunately, a smaller

proportion of our students had the opportunity of

studying with you, but those who did conveyed

their sense of excitement to their fellow students

and to your colleagues. Your time was never too

important to spend with students, and you

evaluated their work with a fairness and

understanding that revealed your deep concern

for individuals.

"Indeed, it is your judgement which has

impressed your colleagues most. No one will

ever know on how many occasions crises have

been eased by your wise advice to those with

problems. In my own case numberless

difficulties were surmounted over the years

because you were at hand to coimsel and to guide.

"But even more than your help in time of trouble,

I will remember your love of Lycoming. In the

early fifties when things grew slack and the

College accepted two-year terminal students to

keep in business, it was your affection for the

College and belief in its future that kept you from

leaving for the infinitely-greater financial

rewards of public school administration.

"Speaking as I am in the past tense makes the

approaching end of this semester seem like the

end of the road; but it is not. We, your colleagues

of the administration and faculty, look forward

to your remaining in Williamsport. And I know,

for one, that wherever you are I shall seek you

out for advice, for reminiscence, and to

experience the love of life, the stimulating

scholarship, and the concern for mankind which

have marked your years with us.

"You have enriched this institution in so many
ways that it will continue for years to reflect

the ability and devotion you brought to the job of

making it and its students respectable and

respected representatives of the academic

community. "

"Loring spoke of Bob as a member of the

college community, and I (Jim Sheaffer) am to

speak of Bob on more personal terms: Bob as a

friend. This is in a very real sense a celebration

this evening, and I hope what I have to say will

only enhance that celebration.

"I came here two years after Bob, and thus we

have been friends for nearly twenty-five years.

It was — likely — a combination of

characteristics that drew me to Bob. I shared

his love for and interest in history. . and he

mine in music. He was interested in railroads,

and I shared that with him passionately! His

bearing made an immediate impression, and the

bearing was accompanied by THAT VOICE!

Surely nothing but Truth could come from that

noble instrument ! How many times in committee

sessions, before classes, while debating an

issue with my wife — have I yearned for the

assertive voice of a Bob Ewing to replace my
uncertain trumpet.

"His wit is superb, as those of you who know

him well can testify. I hope I offend no one if I

tell you of a rejoinder he made in a conversation

I overheard over twenty years ago, a rejoinder

so splendid that I have never heard it equaled

—

even by Bob Hope! There had been an evening

wedding involving a member of the faculty, and

after the wedding there was a barn dance,

extending into the wee hours. . . and to which all

of us had been invited. Bob was talking with

Jimmy Sterling — a distinguished member of

the English faculty — and Jimmy was a bit of a

wit himself. Jimmy said to Bob, ' Bob, when you



are married I'll dance all night! ' Only a slight

pause, and Bob said, 'I won't'.

looked forward to — evenings together, co-

membership on a committee . . . lunch. .

.

"Back to the bearing of the man. . the dignity.

.

the grace! Bob and I spent five wonderful weeks
in Europe together in 1965, and while traveling

through Holland there came into our compartment
(may I remind you a 'compartment' on a

European train is a different thing than on on an

American train) there came into our compartment
a well-educated and perceptive Dutch lady, who
soon engaged us in spirited conversation. After

awhile, she asked of us our occupations, looking

first, naturally (that bearing. . that voice. . ) to

Bob. 'I teach at Lycoming College in Pennsyl-

vania', said Bob. 'I would have guessed that',

said the intelligent and perceptive Dutch lady.

Then she turned to me. 'I also teach at the same
college as my friend', I said. 'I wouldn't have

guessed that', said the well-educated and

perceptive Dutch lady. Some have it. . . some don't.

"He was— and is— a friend, the kind to whom you

could say something foolish— or off-target— and

you would be corrected ever so graciously. And
you knew that whatever you said would not be

repeated, and would, if foolish or impetuous, be

forgotten. He is the Christian scholar we would

do well to emulate.

"1 don't want to repeat what I said here last year

when Bob got his watch, but 1 must suggest once

again that he has been a diligent scholar who
cared , who probably never went to class

unprepared. . . and who re-shaped and re-honed

lectures, all the time surely making foolish those

who were proclaiming the demise of the lecture

method. Maybe. . just maybe. . the lecture method

declined in direct proportion to the number of

qualified lecturers available.

"Bob and I have shared and continue to share —
so many interests: our common faith, Lycoming
College, travel, railroads, history, music, and

common roots in western Pennsylvania. I always

LTCOMIIfO COULBOB

VMIEREAS Robert H. Ewing h*a completed 26 yeara of service

to Lycoming College Bad to Dlddiuon Junior College and

Is retiring ss of Juno 30, 1973,

BE IT RESOLVED that the Alumni Association of Lycoming

College expresses Its sincere thanka to Mr. Ewing for

his dedication to our alma mater and her students and

wishes him much happiness in his retirement years.

UK IT FURTHER RESOLVED thai alumni and friends be urged

to contribute to the established "Robert H. Ewing Lectures

in the Humanities".

("The Robert H. Ewing Lectures will bring U> Lycoming College

and the Wllllamsport Community persona of unusual distinction

In the Humanities, with special attention to the fields of History

and Religion. They will be offered at least bl-annually. "I

Alumni AasoclatfM Secreury^

"I would hope. . as I know all of us here hope.

.

that Bob will keep in touch. . constantly. It is our

privilege to know you. Bob, and we are all

grateful and better for it.
"

LTCOMSirO COT.I.»0»

Hay 16. 1973

TtM AluMii Aasociation of LycxMdng Collate

D«ar FrleDds;

Hy aany foraar atudanta and colla«9ua« wno ccctt-rlDutad Lo tA«

fund for tl\* astablishaaot of the Robert u. nflnq Lecturae did a

vary Qracioua thin? for Mhich I wish to a^praaa mg daap paraobal
appraciaticn.

Probably the daapaat satiafactlona afforded by yaara of taacfcin^

co«B fros racalliny tha studsnta and oollaaquaa with Mboa one haa baan
privllagad to be aaaoclatad. Ralatiooablpa vara wax« and cordial, and
tha raoollactloB of thaa la rich in hiaan qualitiaa. Again, tbaali yvo.

tlnoaraly youra.

RjUtP



DR. MAURICE A. MOOK
Professor Emeritus of Anthropology

THE SOLITARY SAGE OF BOALSBURG
By Richard A. Hughes

Dr. Maurice Mook came to Lycoming's

Department of Sociology-Anthropology in 1969

after his retirement from The Pennsylvania

State University. He wished to continue his

teaching and research in a small liberal arts

college. From 1969 until December 1972 he was

able to do this, offering his introductory courses

in anthropology as well as his courses in

cultural anthropology, folk society, the

anthropology of North America, and ethnological

theory. In addition he was able to offer to his

students independent study projects in archeology

and anthropology.

Dr. Mook enjoyed a personal contact with

students and he enjoyed the rather unique

location of the department in the informal

atmosphere of Clarke Chapel. He was often to be

seen trudging his way to and from the library

and the chapel. Dr. Mook was able to inspire

students to continue their education by entrance

into graduate work in various universities in

Canada and the United States. He was well

liked and enjoyed by both students and faculty.

Because of his enjoyment of teaching he spent

the entire week in Williamsport and commuted

to his home in Boalsburg on Friday afternoons

and returned on Sunday evenings in order to be

ready for his Monday morning classes. As is

well known he was particularly interested in his

studies of the Amish and through the years was

able to establish excellent rapport with various

groups of "the people" not only in Pennsylvania

but in other states as well. He especially enjoyed

recounting stories of his contacts with the

Amish for both members of the college

community as well as interested townspeople.

His colleagues within the department, those

there now, and those who have left, recall with

pleasure and warm friendly feelings their close

and constant associations with Maurice even

though we did have some difficulty "translating"

his handwriting.

Since joining the faculty in 1970, few colleagues

have meant as much to me as Maurice Mook. So

I am pleased to write a few words of appreciation.

I have enjoyed many provocative discussions with

him, in which we shared a wide number of topics,

both in his field and in mine. Throughout our

dialogue he displayed a rich blend of comprehensive

and analytic modes of thought.

Maurice is acutely sensitive to nuance, anecdote,

and humor, and he is able to draw original and

astute generalizations from his material. In his

fifty years of teaching and research, he has

carefully avoided the positivist reductionism that

marked the early figures in anthropology. Dr.

Mook contends, against Emile Durkheim, for

example, that reality is not known in its simplest

forms but in its rich and complex totality.

Knowledge emerges from comprehensive studies,

when the scholar acquires, after patient and

thorough investigation, a vision of the whole. In

his comparative method Dr. Mook has shown a

special sensitivity toward the differences among

peoples and yet their similarities as well.

The fundamental concept that informs his method

is the notion of "cross-cultural universal. " This

is a general pattern of behavior found within two

or more societies. Dr. Mook has produced his

own, and probably original, ten-fold schema of

cross-cultural universals. All societies have

language, technology and material culture,

economy, religion, social organization, law and

government, art, recreation, education, and

ethnoscience. These functions are uniform

among peoples, but their forms are diverse.

Every society embodies a unique equilibrium of

these ten patterns. And every societj' bears a

cultural whole, a total configuration or gestalt ,

which surpasses the sum-total of its

characteristics. Yet no society is superior to

any other. Differences are not inequalities. All

are unique.

Since Maurice Mook holds a comparative theory

of social science, he rejects such popular views

of anthropology as the study of "curious customs"

or the study of primitive peoples. He argues that

anthropology investigates all peoples whenever

and wherever they are, whether primitive, that

is, preliterate, folk, or civilized. In this task he

employs two heuristic notions: ethnography (a

descriptive study of one culture) and ethnology (a

systematic study of two or more cultures by the

ten-fold schema). He provides, further, four



regulative principles to understand cultural

change: accumulation, progressive acceleration,

diffusion, and acculturation. All cultural change
occurs in these modes. And the more materiality

a culture maintains, the more rapid the change.

Throughout his career he has been primarily a

sociologist and an ethnohistorian. Maurice was
one of the first anthropologists to use the term
"ethnohistory. " He co-authored Walapai

Ethnography , a major work on this Arizona
Indian tribe in 1935. In the 1940's and 1950's he

concentrated his research on the American
Indians, specializing in the Southeastern

Algonkians. This work grew out of his doctoral

dissertation which he wrote for the University of

Pennsylvania. He has participated in many
research projects: the studies of the Walapai;

three archeological excavations of Indian sites

in Missouri and Illinois; field work on Indians in

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and North

Carolina; an archeological excavation in Mexico;

ethnological field work in Peru; and, finally,

field work among the "Plain People" of

Pennsylvania.

It is for his research on the Amish that Mook is

principally known. Born in Saegertown,

Pennsylvania, at the edge of an Amish community,
he began his work in this culture in 1949, when
he joined the faculty of The Pennsylvania State

University. Previously, he had taught at the

Universities of Pittsburgh, Chicago, Ohio

Wesleyan, Brown, American, and Missouri.

Dr. Mook examined the Amish as a folk society,

applying Robert Redfield's model, and as a sect.

A folk society is a tightly-knit people, who are

neither preliterate nor industrialized. A sect is

a people whose lifeways are permeated by

religion and yet who remain apart from the

world. Following Ernst Troeltsch in the German
school, a sect differs from a church, the latter

advocating an accomodation with the world.

Maurice's interest in the Amish is an outgrowth

of his fascination with comparative religion. He

has a three-fold description of religion. It is a

body of beliefs about trans-human forces,

worship, and mores, that is, lifeways a people

regard as necessary to their welfare. The Amish

have three fundamental patterns: faith, farming,

and family. They presuppose a Biblical

literalism, the Anabaptist tradition, and a

respect for the values of antiquity. Amish social

forms derive from their religious sanctions.

In 1950 Maurice joined the Society of Friends.

He was convinced but not converted, as the

Quakers say. Apparently, he was attracted to

the Friends because they were a sect and a folk

society. In 1940 he was married, while still a

Methodist, "after the manner of Friends. " His

marriage took place in a flower garden, thus

demonstrating the absence of a particular sacred

space, when he was thirty-six. His religious

beliefs and his scholarly interests seem to

coincide at this point. In my view, they coincide

because of the uniqueness of Maurice Mook
himself. He is an original person, lively and

inquisitive, humble and sensitive, a man deeply

concerned with truth and its rational explication.

He has not been maimed, as many scholars are,

by a lust for power or prestige. He has devoted
his life to the scientific study of mankind.

I know he was loved by his students. His classes
were demanding and exciting. He was concerned
about his students, their development and their

ideas. He was devoted to teaching, to the free

exchange of views, to the critical testing of

values, and to the principle of autonomy.

Maurice has been a great teacher in our time,

a gentle and wonderful spirit. He is home now,

still thinking and writing in his warm, book-

lined house, working responsibly and energetic-

ally in the solitude he so deeply desires. When
considering his life and work, his stimulating

mind and wit in our conversations, I can hardly

restrain my emotion. On hearing of his sudden

illness and his forced retirement, I wept. For
I feared that I would not meet such a man, a

wise and gentle solitary man, for a long time.

Maurice, a graduate student at Northwestern

University in 1928, examines some artifacts

brought back from Dutch Guiana, South

America by Dr. Melville J. Hershovit,

advisor for his master's thesis in African

Ethnology.



ONWARD and UPWARD
By Dr. Harold H. Hutson

"Once again, the American dream has become

nightmarish; the sweet days have soured; efforts

at equality have produced the same old evidences

of inequality; and college graduates are having

a tough time getting a job, " Dr. Harold H.

Hutson, president of Lycoming College, told

members of the 1973 graduating class May 6th

at the annual baccalaureate service in the Pine

Street United Methodist Church,

Using the theme "Onward and Upward, " Dr.

Hutson traced social and economic trends which

seemed to be bringing about change only to

discover an apparent retreat to the social past

and a repeat of certain cycles.

"We were sure it could be done this time. There

was the wall; everybody seemed to be

communicating with everybody else. Everyone

had a movement to support, and the federal

government seemed to be listening (Why bother

about whether God was listening?). Dr.

Hutson said.

"A new apocalyptic mood was bom; instead of

'things must get worse and worse before the

Kingdom of God can come, ' the mood of the

sixties shouted in exultation, 'Onward and

Upward!' Things must get better and better,

and the government must guarantee to each man
all of his rights and privileges.

"And now the crash — not even American

money is good around the world any more, and

an energy crisis is just around the corner —
with these going, how can I sustain my
privileges and my life style? — and, college

graduates are having it tough getting a job

!

"But, what is new about our days? No generation

has ever welcomed a chance to discover the

"uses of adversity. " The depression and World
War II generations were forced to rediscover

that there are other values when you are deprived

of material things and your basic way of life

is threatened. Unfortunately, we reacted by

putting more and more emphasis upon the

"things" of which we had been deprived. We
also determined that, if we could prevent it, our

children and grandchildren should never be

deprived of these "things" and "securities"

which we had missed when we were growing up.

"Perhaps we were wrong - perhaps we (and

society) deprived your generation of some
stniggles which seem necessary to a developing

sense of values.

"In some ways, we seem to be retreating to the

social past and feel doomed to repeat certain

cycles:

"With the loss of the "Protestant work-ethic"

and the pride in craftmanship — many of us feel

driven to non-identification with the people

alongside us and the product (even education)

for which we are responsible.

"We swing from extremes of individualism to

excesses of social responsibility. The

overwhelming concern of the sixties and early

seventies about war abroad and discrimination

at home has been matched only by a "do your

own thing" and "follow your own lifestyle" which

showed no concern for the feelings or rights

of the person next door. The great social causes

which have excited total devotion flourish right

alongside the great simplisms such as "Love is

the core, " "My Brother, " and "Love everybody. "

"Two generations ago we were trying to decide

whether religion and morality were "individual"

or "social. " Today the discussion is still

heated: Should religion be interested in war,

peace, and justice in government — or is it

only a matter of what's between God (or Jesus)

and me?

"We must remember Reinhold Niebuhr's dictum

that the individual of high resolve is overwhelmed

by an immoral society; but we must also know

that without the individual of high resolve there

can be no viable society at all.

8



"This, I think, is what Jesus was teaching in his

parable concerning individuals who used their

"talents" in various ways - or not at all. If there

is a loss of a sense of craftmanship, individual

worth, or individual responsibility' on the part

of one or two or three of you, the possibilities

for the good society are severely weakened.

"Must we indeed re-invent the wheel? Must we
find out, once again, that the individual person

is inseparable from other human beings and that

a balance must always be stuck between the

person's rights and the rights of a society of

human beings?

"Perhaps our society today should be reminded
— by us — that social Justice is a great ideal,

but that it cannot come about until you and I, as

individuals, are committed to justice in our

specific acts.

"

In conclusion. Dr. Hutson asked if we can

"condemn our neighbors for their shortcomings

if we, as individuals, are solely devoted to our

own life styles regardless of the cost to others.

Can we honestly blame society, business, or

the government for not guaranteeing us a job or

a way of life when we have hidden our own
talents in the ground?"

SUMMER IN THE NEAR EAST
Bv Barbara

J.
Joni's 73

1972

The summer of 1972 was certainly one of the

unique experiences of my life. Always fascinated

by the thought of archeology and untold treasures

buried beneath layers of earth, I joined several

other Lycoming students and professors in the

archeological excavation being conducted at Tel

Gezer, Israel, by Hebrew Union College,

Before going to Israel, we travelled to Rome,

Egypt, and Cyprus. Egypt was a distinct change

from the way of life we were accustomed to. It

is strange to get off a plane which has been met

by a truck of armed soldiers and to walk into an

airport where there are stacks of sandbags and

guards posted on the mezzanine. But, we were

given a great welcome by our Egyptian guide;

and camel riding and viewing the great

monuments of the ancient Egyptians impressed

us equally as much as previous generations of

travelers have recorded.

Arriving in Israel's Lod Airport, we were met

once again by a truckload of armed soldiers.

Bullet holes in the walls of the airport terminal

were a reminder of the shootout which had

occurred just a few weeks earlier.

After being transported to Tel Gezer and

finding our various tents, we started to get

acquainted with camp life and the people. A

place like Gezer can be a bit of a culture shock:

no lights in the tents, no hot water, canvas-

enclosed showers and outhouses. It's not the

easiest way to live (particularly if you become

ill), but, perhaps it is a good experience to

shake up our routine and unthinking acceptance

of our easy style of living.

When we began the excavation, it did not take

long to learn that the work was hard manual
labor. Regardless of what James A. Michener
said in The Source, we soon learned that

archeology is not romantic. As someone
remarked, "There aren't boring moments in

archeology; there are boring days!" Although it

can prove to be extremely boring at times, there

are other times when excavating can be

tremendously exciting. The level of excitement

felt when you uncover a "find" is pretty high. You

want to dig the piece out of the ground as fast as

possible in order to see the whole thing. When a

square has been cleaned up well, for a photograph

or the end of the dig, there is a sense of pride

and satisfaction in seeing the end result of

your lalx)r.



Archeological experience is probably not for

everyone, and there are those who, having

experienced it once, would not do it again.

Although I myself sometimes felt that I would

never do it again, I have decided to return again

this summer for the final season of the Gezer dig.

In many ways I have become curious about what

may be uncovered next, and I do not want to miss

anything. It is rather like reading a book and

proceeding to a new chapter after finishing the

previous one.

after living and working in a place, if even for

only a short time. Because of my intensified

interest in archeology and anthropology and the

realization that I have so much more to learn in

those areas, and because of my desire to see

more of the country and learn about its people

and their lifeways, I have decided to return

again this summer to Tel Gezer. Such a program
can be the catalyst for many new perspectives

and provide a unique type of learning experience

for the individual.

Throughout such a summer, the relationships

one establishes with other people completes the

experience. I suppose it can be said that a place

like Gezer brings out both the best and the

worst in people's temperaments and personalities.

It's not fun to be bored, hot, dirty, or sick, or

all four at once. On the other hand, it can be

lots of fun to participate in or just to listen to a

jam session that may occur. It's also interesting

just to sit and talk to other people in the camp.

In our society, entertainment is constantly

available for us, whereas at Gezer, it is up to

the individual; each person uses his or her

imagination and draws upon his or her own
resources to entertain himself and others.

While weekdays provided archeological

experience, weekends provided other types of

learning. Because the dig closed down for the

weekends, we were free to go anywhere and do

anything at those times. It was then that we had

contact with the Arabs and Israelis who inhabit

the land.

The differences in their lifestyles are often

striking. While the Israelis seem to be more
modem, the Arabs still seem to be living a bit

behind the times — and I suppose that is why I

find them so interesting. The Arab sections of

the old city of Jerusalem provided some of the

most unusual experiences: moving out of the way
for a herd of goats to run through an alley,

watching a camel being led down the sidewalk,

bargaining for goods, drinking tea or coffee with

a merchant while making a purchase, and

smelling the inimitable smells of the city. I had

been told that Arab hospitality was unbeatable.

After having visited in an Arab home, I can not

recall ever having received a more generous and

friendly welcome anytime, anywhere.

I have been much impressed by what I have seen

in Israel - the agricultural, technological, and

educational advancements the Israelis have made
and the contrasts with Arab lifeways. I have also

felt a closeness to the country that one often gets
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OUT IN LEFT FIELD
By Rev. William E. Alberts "51

Originally Piihlishi-il In

Boston Sundaij Glohc March 26. 1972

Do you know that the word "left" is the root

Latin word for sinister, and the word "right" for

dexterity and other good qualities? Do you know

that the French word for left is "gauche" which

means "awkward, clumsy, ill-made?" Do you

know that the English definitions of left-handed

include "clumsy, awkward, insincere, malicious?"

Do you know that these Latin, French, and

English meanings of the word left were defined by

right-handed people? Do you know what it is like

to be left-handed in a right-handed world?

If you are given birth by right-handed parents,

the first thing they try to do is make you become

right-handed. One method is to continually put

objects in your right hand to force you to use it.

The way you stop that is to knock your baby food

right on the floor for your mother to clean up and

refuse to throw the ball to your father who then

feels left up in the air. If you persist, what this

gets you later is a place at one end of the dinner

table so you can't rub elbows with anyone. You

also run the risk of right-handed psychologists

interpreting your left-handedness as a sign

of defiance.

When you start public school, you discover your

problem of being different is just beginning. The

first thing you are taught is to pledge allegiance

to the flag — with your right hand raised. You

raise your left hand natural like, and are told that

is the wrong way. As you begin learning to write,

your teacher wonders how in the world you can do

it holding your pencil in a cock-eyed backward

grip. You feel there's a sideshow going on and

you're it. Your teacher also thinks there may be

a relationship between your poor spelling and your

being left-handed. Then your teacher comes right

out with it, "Have your parents ever considered

having you become right-handed?" In a scared

tone you whisper, "I don't know. " Your teacher

says, "They ought to because it is only right in

the kind of world we live in.
"

right-handed. If that doesn't get to you, all the

talk about becoming righteous does.

You go out for sandlot baseball. Your heart is

set on becoming a great second baseman like

Frankie Frisch. You head for second base

without a glove. The manager yells, "Hey, kid!

You can't play second base!" You ask, "Why not?"

He says, "Because you're left-handed! That's

why! But you can play out in left field!" So you

borrow a right-handed kid's glove because that's

the only kind the local sporting goods store sells.

You put it on backwards, struggle to get your

thumb in the little finger space and find your

little finger lost in the thumb space. Then you

pound out a new pocket with your left hand to try

to make it fit.

Y'ou begin to wonder if you fit. Even when you do

something right for a change, someone pays you

a left-handed compliment.

As happened in my case, you get a job as an

apprentice tailor. You stay out late at night

having a good time. You go to work early, fall

asleep on a bench and stick your sewing needle

in your right hand. And what does your boss do?

He doesn't tell you the right reasons for firing

you. He says he has to let you go because he

doesn't have a left-handed pair of scissors.

Suddenly you are grateful for being "awkward,

clumsy and ill-made" because you know you're

not cut out to be a tailor.

Later you make it to college — in spite of your

first grade teacher's ill-made prediction. There

more psychologists who happen to be right-

handed analyze where you sit in groups. The

right side of the leader may mean you are

cooperating with him whereas the left side reveals

you could be competing with him. This kind of

self-consciousness in groups is how the game of

musical chairs originated.

Wanting to be right rather than left behind, you

go to Sunday school. There you are taught that

Jesus is sitting at the right hand of God watching

you, which is enough to make you believe God is

Other people continue right on where the

psychologists left off. They keep telling you to be

aware of the problem of your right hand not

knowing what your left hand is doing — as if it is
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sneaking around behind your back. It is almost as

if your left hand is under-handed.

After making it in a left-handed way in a right-

handed world, you go into a sporting goods store

to buy a set of golf clubs. There are no left-

handed sets in stock. After going to numerous
stores, you finally find one set of clubs from which
to choose. Even worse is your search for a golf

glove. You almost give that up. But you keep

seeing Bob Charles on television tugging on his

glove before he swings; so you keep looking until

you find one. Then you go to the golf course,

discover they are laid out for right-handed golfers,

and wind up with a lousy score every time. Your
right-handed partners add insult to your handicap

by suggesting, "You probably would do better if

you switched and played right-handed. "

You get in your car, obey the "No Left Turn" and

right-of-way signs, go home and get ready for a

party your wife and you are hosting. At the party

you discover they have yet to make a left-handed

ladle for punch bowls. You unconsciously keep

pouring the punch out of the wrong side of the

ladle and it keeps spilling all over the place.

Suddenly you are not grateful for being "awkward,

clumsy and ill-made.

"

You become discouraged and go to church for

comfort. There the Right Reverend Mr. Clergy-

man talks about the last judgment where the sheep

will be at Jesus' right hand and the goats at his

left. He warns that you had better get right with

God. Then he tells you to extend to others the

right hand of Christian fellowship.

You turn to politics. But the stigma is not left

behind. Even though you are for human rights,

you are branded not once but twice. There is the

left and the far left.

Throughout life you continue to discover that

people want to be on the right side. If you decide to

dream different dreams from the majority, you
find a place reserved for you out in left field.

From home to school to sports to punch bowls to

religion to politics to everything else that is

"right," you begin to wonder if you are being

"left" out.

You almost feel like starting a Society for the

Prevention of Prejudice Toward Left-handers.

But then you realize that if you think you have

problems, there is someone worse off than you:

a left-handed, black, Jewish, Spanish-speaking,

Russian American.

Finally you begin to ^predate leaving home
plate and being out in left field. The game is

played there too. And it is an undiscovered gold

mine of visions and human renewal — even for

right-handers. So you say to yourself, "Left on!"

Remember When?
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SEVERIN ROESEN:
ALSO THE
HUNTINGDON PAINTER
By Maurice A. Mook,

Professor Emeritus of Anthropologtj

Although the phrase has recently been applied to

another artist, the life history of the mid-

nineteenth century German-American still-life

painter Severin Roesen presents us with "riddles

wrapped in the mystery of an enigma. " He was,

indeed, an enigmatic artist, although, he is less

so now than he formerly was. But we still do not

know when or exactly where he was born, why he

left Europe for America, why he abandoned his

family in New York City for residence in

Pennsylvania, what year he arrived in

Willi amsport, or when or where he died.

We also do not know exactly when or how long he

lived and painted in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania.

That he did so, however, is indicated by strong

traditions in this community and also the fact

that at least a dozen, and probably more, of his

paintings derive from this town. Four of his

paintings that are still in Huntingdon are claimed

to have been acquired directly from the artist.

An additional nine paintings are known to have

derived from Huntingdon, but are now found

elsewhere in Pennsylvania and in two other

states. Most of these have been dispersed by

families moving from Huntingdon to new places

of residence.

That Roesen painted in New York City for ten

years, from 1848 through 1857, has been proved

by contemporary documentary records. That he

painted in Williamsport from about 1862 to 1872

has also been firmly established. During the

intervening four years he apparently moved from

New York to Philadelphia, to Harrisburg, to

Huntingdon, and finally to Williamsport. If we

assume that he remained in the interstitial

communities for one or so years at each place,

the years between his New York City and

Williamsport periods would be accounted for.

In terms of what we now know, the evidence that

he painted in each of these three places must be

based entirely upon local tradition and the

provenance of his paintings. He is not mentioned

in such local primary historical records as have

been studied in all three of these communities.

However, local newspapers and Court House

records for the county have never been

systematically searched for evidence that the

artist lived and worked in Huntingdon.

The evidence that he painted in Huntingdon in the

late 1850's or early 1860's, probably the latter,

has never been presented before, and it is the

purpose of this paper to do so. There are no city

or county directories that list him as a resident

of Huntingdon during these years for the first

such directory was published in 1876. There are

several published histories of Huntingdon County,

none of which mention the artist, in spite of the

fact that one of the Roesen paintings still in

Huntingdon is known to have been owned by the

author of one of these histories. However, county

histories usually do not mention art or artists,

and the inference is also permissible that Roesen's

work was formerly so little appreciated that no

local historian seems to have regarded his work

as meriting mention.

One of the finest essays in art-historical literature

is by Bernard Berenson in wiiich he discusses

contemporary documentary records, surviving

traditions, and the works of art themselves as the

three principal sources available to the historian

of art. He admits the importance of contemporary

documents, but emphasizes the necessity of their

critical assessment. He concedes, of course,

that when they are lacking, or largely so,

reliance must be primarily placed on the other

two materials. The present essay is an example

of that necessity, for although historical records

exist for Roesen's residence and work in New

York City and in Williamsport, in the light of our

present knowledge such documents seem to be

distressingly lacking for the artist's activity in

Philadelphia, Harrisburg, and Huntingdon. In the

present essay, therefore, traditions will have to

be accorded some credence, and there will also be

certain suggestions as to some characteristics of

Roesen's paintings which seem to be transitional

between the earlier and later periods of his work.

When I wrote an article on "Severin Roesen, The

'Williamsport Painter'" in April, 1972 (published

in June, 1972: LYCOMING CoUege Magazine,

vol. 25, no. 6, pp. 33-42) I knew that the fruit

painting by Roesen in the State Museum in

Harrisburg had been purchased in Huntingdon.

In view of the known mobility of paintings, it did

not occur to me then that the artist may have

lived there. Soon after the article was published,

however, I began to hear from present and former

residents of Huntingdon that the painter had at one

time lived in this community and that there were

paintings in Huntingdon that had always been in

the community to prove that he had done so. Visits

to Huntingdon, conversations with residents there,

and letters from descendants of former residents

indicate that Roesen lived there in the late ISSO's
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or early 1860's, but the exact dates of his

residence are hard to establish.

During the past four years I have come to know
the owners of approximately fifty Roesen paintings

in the Williamsport area. Among these a former

owner of two of his paintings insisted that both of

her Roesens had been painted in Huntingdon, and

she recounted to me the traditional evidence that

this was so. She said that she had been told by an

earlier owner of these paintings that Roesen
lived in a small hotel in Huntingdon and that he

had given the proprietor the paintings to pay for

his room rent. The proprietor later sold the

hotel with all of its furnishings, including the two

paintings, to one of his employees. These paintings

hung in the hotel until this proprietor died, where-

upon his widow moved to Pittsburgh, taking the

paintings with her. The Williamsport owner of

these paintings had purchased them, through

dealers, from the widow of the hotel proprietor.

She then sold them to another family in

Williamsport, which family still has them. They
are a pair of fruit paintings, consisting

predominately of peaches, identical in size, and

both signed by the artist. They have been

professionally cleaned and are among the most

color-brilliant small fruit compositions by

Roesen that I have ever seen. (Figure 1.

)

I next heard from a Roesen owner in Ridley

Park, Pennsylvania, who wrote me as follows:

"You can understand my interest (in your Roesen
article) when I tell you that my cousin and I each

have a 36" x 50" Roesen oil painting. My painting

is fruit and my cousin's is fruit and flowers.

(The cousin lives in Malvern, Pennsylvania, not

far from Ridley Park). These two pictures came
to us from our grandfather, John Pierce Bell,

who lived on a farm in Blair County near Bellwood,

Pennsylvania. The pictures are both signed but

neither one is dated. My copy is signed with the

S and R combined. The signature is made as an

extension of a grape tendril from fruit in the

picture.

"The story in our family is that these two

pictures were painted for John Pierce Bell by

Severin Roesen and were in payment of a loan my
grandfather had made (to the artist) for the

purchase of materials he needed, supposedly for

a commission he claimed he had in Washington,

D.C.

"Also the story in our family was that John

Pierce Bell gave instructions that the two

pictures were to be given to his two daughters,

(and that) they were to be kept in the family and

were to be passed on to the oldest daughter of the

oldest daughter in each generation of the family. "

(Letter of December 18, 1972, quoted

by permission.

)

Figure 1

Fruit 16 X 21

Private owner,

Williamsport.
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Blair and Huntingdon counties join each other in

central Pennsylvania, and Bellwood (named after

the grandfather of John Pierce Bell mentioned in

the foregoing letter) is less than thirty miles from

Huntingdon. I wrote the Roesen owner in Ridley

Park to ask her if her grandfather had ever lived

in Huntingdon and she responded as follows:

"John Pierce Bell worked in a bank in Huntingdon

in the late 1850's and early 1860's. In fact, he

married Agnes Greenland in Huntingdon in May,

1861. It was some time later that he returned to

Antis Township (Blair County) to take over one

of the family farms. So this would pretty well

place Roesen in Huntingdon in the late '50's or

early '60's.

"

The paintings in Ridley Park and Malvern,

Pennsylvania are an interesting example of a

matched pair; both are horizontal- rectangular

paintings of the same size, and together they

were given to the grandfather by Roesen in

return for a financial obligation that he had so

characteristically incurred. Both are 36" x 50"

in stretcher size and one is in its presumably

original, heavy, Victorian frame in walnut and

gold. Both of them are signed by the artist. (The

Ridley Park Roesen - Figure 2.

)

There is a similar matched pair of Roesen

paintings of the same size and also consisting of

one fruit composition, the other of flowers and

fruit, with the former predominating, which were

painted by Roesen in Williamsport and which now

hang in the dining room of the Park Home in that

city. These were also originally acquired

directly from the artist, have gone through three

generations of ownership, and they arc also both

signed. These 36" x 50" pictures are among the

largest that Roesen is known to have painted.

There are only four larger Roesen compositions

of recent record that I know of, two of which are

now in public collections in the New York City area.

There are other examples of matched-pair

Roesen paintings that derive from Huntingdon.

One of these, an oval fruit composition, is now
in Cleveland, Ohio, and its matching oval flower

painting is in Birmingham, Alabama. The
paintings were acquired from Roesen by Theodore
H. Cremer who was district attorney of Huntingdon

County in the late 1850's. He later held other

public offices and lived in Huntingdon until his

death in 1893, The paintings have descended

through four generations of the Cremer family

to their present locations. (The Alabama Cremer
floral composition is reproduced as Figure 3.

)

Aside from the fact that the Cremer Roesens are

an interesting example of oval "companion"

paintings (several more of which were later

painted by Roesen in Williamsport), they are of

interest for other reasons. The Cremer Roesens

are two of the three Huntingdon Roesens that can

be approximately dated. On the back of one of his

paintings, Edgar S. Cremer, son of Theodore H.

Cremer, the original owner, wrote as follows:

Figure 2

Fruit 36 X 50

Private owner,

Ridley Park.
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Figure 3

Flowers 35 x 28 1/4

Private owner,

Birmingham, Ala.

"The artist Roesen painted (the fruit composition)

for Theodore H. Cremer about 1860, (It) is now

owned by Mary H. Cremer. A companion piece,

'Flowers' (presumably painted at the same time)

is now owned by E. S. Cremer. " (parentheses mine)

Mary H. Cremer was a daughter of Theodore H.

Cremer, and she once said that her fruit

composition — and presumably, therefore, the

companion flower painting also — was painted the

year she was bom, which was 1860. It is also

noteworthy that the Cremer paintings seem to have

been bought and paid for by Theodore Cremer; at

least there is no Cremer family tradition that the

paintings were painted in liquidation of a debt

already incurred by the artist, as is true of

several other Huntingdon Roesens.

Another point of interest is that Mr. Cremer was

a Roesen patron of German descent. (The earliest

Cremers, originally Kremmer, migrated to

America from German- speaking Alsace in 1731).

That Roesen preferred the company of his fellow

German-Americans is well known. But Roesen'

s

other Huntingdon patrons — the Bells, Browns,

Johnsons, and Lytles — were of English, Irish,

or Scotch-Irish descent. German settlers had not

invaded the Huntingdon area in the 1860's as

extensively as they had settled in the southeastern

counties of the state, such as Lancaster and York.

Moreover, the earliest German settlers in

Huntingdon County were predominately Dunkards

(alternatively known as German Baptists or

Brethren), a conservative sect whose strict

beliefs and practices may not have appealed to the

genial, beer-drinking, Bohemian Roesen. To

seek the company of more fellow German-
Americans may have been a reason for Roesen'

s

departure from Huntingdon for Williamsport

about 1862,

Two other oval paintings known to have been

painted by Roesen in Huntingdon are also a

matched pair. They are vertical ovals, slightly

smaller than he usually painted; one is fruit, the

other flowers, and both are signed. One is signed

with his S-in-R script signature (all of Roesen's

S-in-R signatures are in script), and the other is

signed "S. Roesen" with each letter printed

separately and slightly slanted (hereafter referred

to as his "printed" signature). As is frequently

the case in Roesen paintings with the slightly

Italic printed signature, the letters are in red.

These ovals are on their original stretchers, and

have apparently never been framed. Today their

backgrounds are entirely dark, but they may be

found to be darker on the left side than on the

Continued on Page 23
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A SPECIAL REPORT

Can We Save

the Individuality

of Our Colleges?

Or will powerful pressures,

on and off the campuses,

homogenize higher education?

COPYUCKT 1973 BY EonoWAL PEOJECT5 FOR EDUCATION, INC.

AMERICANS have long prided themselves on the

individuality of their colleges and universities.

, The special ambiance of each campus. The

combination of people and purpose. Spirit. The sounds

and smells that make it different from all others.

And more:

. . . The autonomy of each institution that enables it

to choose freely its own goals—and the programs to at-

tain them.

. . . The peculiarly American genius for promoting

the existence, side by side, of public and private col-

leges and universities.

... A "system" of higher education, in the best

sense of the word: a group of interacting, interrelated,

interdependent elements, existing in a more-or-less har-

monious relationship. But intensely individual, nonethe-

less. Certainly not "systematized," if the word implies a

lockstep. or central control, or dull uniformity.

The result is one of society's major miracles: more

than 2,600 colleges and universities, each one different

from all the rest. Different, yet committed to the com-



mon idea that through diversity and individuality the

needs of the culture will be met.

BUT NOW we are encountering forces that threaten

the survival of all that. For the first time in a

century, serious questions must be raised about

the ability of our colleges to maintain their individual

distinctiveness—and of the system to maintain its

diversity.

The historic immensity of what is happening is only

beginning to be clear. After an era of unprecedented

confidence and expansion throughout higher education,

there is now a widespread questioning of higher educa-

tion's place in our culture, and of its claim on our re-

sources. And growth—which for decades has been the

hallmark of our colleges and universities—is decelerat-

ing.

With these developments have come crises of size

and money and quality affecting the great diversity of

our system of higher education—and the individuality

of each college and university within it.

Individuality

and the Changing
Student Population

FOR the past 100 years, American higher education

has been growing at an accelerating rate. Enroll-

ments doubled every 15 years until World War
II; since then, they have doubled every decade.

That is not likely ever to happen again.

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education pre-

dicts that enrollments will increase only by one-half be-

tween 1970 and 1980, and not at all between 1980 and

1990. In the last decade of the century, they will go

up by only a third.

Enrollments in private institutions actually will drop,

the federal government estimates, between 1977 and

1980.

By the end of this decade, say statisticians in the

U.S. Office of Education, private education's share of

all college enrollments will fall from 22.3 per cent in

1972-73 to 17.5 per cent in 1980-81.

These reductions in growth hold profound implica-

tions for all colleges and universities. Notes Princeton's

President William G. Bowen:

"This battle for survival [private vs. public colleges

and universities] has very serious implications for

American higher education in general, which draws

much of its strength from pluralism: that is, from the

presence of many strong private and many strong pub-

lic institutions working in different ways together.

'If this diversity were to be eroded, American higher

education would suflfer significantly."

TIhere is more at stake than survival: the serious

question. Survival for what?

In the period of expansion, a college or uni-

versity could set its goals and be reasonably assured that

enough students would be attracted by them. It cannot

be so confident in a periotl when enrollments are stable

and resources scarcer. The tendency in those circum-

stances is to standardize, to avoid setting goals that are

offbeat, to try to be all things to as many men and

women as possible. Under such conditions, mere survival

is not an attractive prospect.

Decelerating growth and "no-growth" have other

ramifications. If enrollment levels are to be maintained,

some colleges and universities will be forced to accept

students who do not meet the traditional criteria for

college admissions.

"Low academic ability [measured by traditional

means] will be the distinctive characteristic" of many
such students, writes K. Patricia Cross of the Center

for Research and Development in Higher Education at

the University of California at Berkeley.

"We have not yet faced the full meaning of this pre-

diction," Ms. Cross says. Such students will require

major changes in the curriculum, major new sources of

financial support, and faculty members specially trained

to recognize and reward the non-academic skills they

bring to the campus.

Another development—the growing pressure to edu-

cate a far greater percentage of adults than presently

—will change the character of many a college and uni-

versity. Already, a significant number of flexible ar-

rangements are under way—"open universities,"

external-degree programs, "universities without walls"

—to meet the needs of those who cannot leave full-

time employment to earn their college degrees.

Alterations in the traditional picture of higher educa-

tion will be extensive. Says Ernest L. Boyer, chancellor

of the State University of New York:

"The old model of a scattered collection of isolated

enclaves, each jealously guarding its resources and mi-

nutely regulating its students, who must remain in con-

finement for a four-year term, is giving way to a far

more complex, dynamic image—a network of learning,

resembling perhaps the human nervous system itself:

intricate, continually pulsating, and totally intercon-

nected."

The individual campus, as Mr. Boyer sees it, "is be-

coming less a fortress surrounded by its moat and more

of a supermarket of ideas, a library with easy access, or

a base of operations to coordinate learning, not con-

trol it."

Few would quarrel with the aims of such programs.

They offer the possibility of lifelong learning for many





citizens who have not been able to afford a college

education in the past. They permit vast numbers of

persons to earn academic degrees in less time with

more options.

Yet many observers are concerned.

Supermarkets, they say, are not very friendly places.

While you may meet your material needs there, your

spiritual needs may be unfulfilled.

Without precautions, says Stephen K. Bailey of Syra-

cuse University, such programs "can lead to a parade

of academic horrors: cram courses organized by fast-

buck proprietary schools, a deadly standardization of

subject-matter, tutoring to the test."

State legislatures, others warn, could use the develop-

ment of the new programs as an excuse for reducing

support for the traditional colleges and universities.

Pehaps most serious of all, however, are fears that

such programs might change the whole definition of ed-

ucation in our society. An individual experience, lead-

ing to the development of "whole men and women"
or "good citizens," might become a purely utilitarian

process of providing the credentials a person needs to

earn a living.

One writer describes the new trends this way:

"We don't offer extracurricular activities; we elimi-

nate most of the theory courses; we give practical ap-

plications; and we get the students through in one-third

the time. We get them through fast."

Another observer deplores the prospect:

"This is the attitude of a new breed of educators, the

big-business organizers, who are moving into education

and turning out graduates on an assembly-line basis.

Apparently they are being paid by the head count."

TIhere are ways to broaden our commitment to

educating as many people as possible, without

sacrificing the best qualities of higher education

that we have known in the past. They lie in uiore indi-

viduality for our colleges and universities, not less; more

diversity in our system of higher education, not less. But,

as we shall see, other forces—in addition to those ac-

companying the new era of no-growth—may be putting

those qualities in serious jeopardy.



Individuality

and the Trend Toward
Central Control

HIGHER education's long period of postwar growth

coincided with a long period of national alllu-

cnce. As the economy boomed, tax dollars were

more numerous than ever before in history— and, nearly

everywhere, public colleges and universities received a

toj>-priority share of them.

Most states still place higher education well up on

their priority lists. But urgent new needs have devel-

oped in other areas

—

e.g.. health care, aid for the dis-

advantaged—and the competition for tax dollars has

grown.

The result: Public colleges and universities have

been subjected to unprecedented demands for

"efficiency"—some justified, others panicky and unwise.

And to achieve that efficiency, many states are dramati-

cally reorganizing their structures of public higher edu-

cation.

Once-autonomous institutions, each seeking its own

goals, are finding themselves incorporated in larger and

larger "systems" of public colleges and universities,

often statewide in scope. Decision-making is central-

ized. Duplicate functions are eliminated.

From an efficiency standpoint, the trend makes

sense. "It seems to us," argue Paul L. Dressel and Wil-

liam H. Faricy of Michigan State University, "that

higher education must be regarded as a national re-

source, that the roles of institutions must be deter-

mined by social need, and that resources must be

allocated according to a plan and their actual use

accounted for."

They add;

"In moving in this direction, we are permitting the

public and [>oliticians to make decisions about the char-

acter of institutions—and their decisions may not al-

ways accord with the views of those involved with

higher education."

In 195^. fewer than half the stales had formal, legal

mechanisms for statewide coordination of higher educa-

tion. Now 47 states have such mechanisms. "Besides

this dramatic increase in numbers," writes one ob-

server, "statewide coordinating hoards have increased

in power in their areas of influence and in coercive po-

tential."

The trend away from campus autonomy and toward

central planning is likely to encompass many private

institutions as well, when—as is happening in many
states—they receive increasing support from public

funds.

"Why," asks one observer, "should the non-public in-

stitutions receive tax dollars and not be subjected to the

same planning and operating constraints and criteria

for accountability as the public institutions? While the

initial small, indirect aids may call for a modicum of

state control, once the amounts become substantial, the

institution can be treated in no other way than as an

integral cog in the coordinated state system."

It may even be that some national system of higher

education will emerge from the upheavals now occur-

ring. Clark Kerr, chairman of the Carnegie Commis-

sion, says that education is becoming a "quasi-public

utility"—especially since it, like electric power and

other utilities, has become essential in the lives of peo-

ple. Just as utilities require regulatory agencies to pro-

tect the public interest, say some observers, so the pros-

pect of government regulation of higher education

cannot be ruled out.

WHKT happens to the colleges' individuality and

diversity, in the wake of such developments?

The president of one public institution in

Ohio, Miami University, says that as the state system

has developed, "we have witnessed a lockstep pro-

gression, statewide, into a common calendar, into a





common subsidy formula, into a virtually common fee

pattern." He warns:

"If diversity is coming out of the public system and
is replaced with a pale, insipid sameness, and if there is

a simultaneous withering of the private sector, one can

question what the future holds for the very fiber of our

system of higher education."

The movement toward more centralized authority,

however, seems inexorable. It is clear that the public

and its elected representatives arc no longer willing to

let the colleges and universities, alone, decide what is

educationally best for the society. "Education," says an

observer, "is too important, and too expensive, to be

left entirely to the educators."

How. then, can colleges and universities learn to live

in the larger systems, while preserving their diversity

and individuality? They must be ingenious enough to

develop mechanisms to preserve flexibility within a

highly structured whole—and that poses one of the

major challenges for higher education and its support-

ers in the years to come.

Individuality

and the Unionization

of Faculties

UNTIL RECENTLY, the prospect of faculty members'

joining unions and engaging in collective bar-

gaining seemed foreign to both the spirit and the

reality of life on most campuses. Colleges and univer-

sities were serene havens far removed from the material-

ism and economic competition of the industrial world,

and faculty members were thought of (and regarded

themselves) not as "employees" but as individual pro-

fessionals.

Although thousands of faculty members and college

administrators still recoil from the notion of faculties

organizing in collective-bargaining units, unionization

—and all that goes with it- has made major gains on
the campuses in the past five years. Most observers ex-

pect the trend lo quicken rather than to slow down.
Already, ihc faculties at nearly .100 colleges and uni-

versities have won bargainmg rights. More than half of

the institutions arc two-year colleges, but unionism is

also gaining significant footholds in many four-year

institutions, as well. Faculties at the .State Univer-

sity of New York and the City University of New
York are organized collectively, and the California leg-

islature is considering a move lo permit public employ-

ees to organize in that state.

The movement toward faculty unionization was
speeded by a recent decision of the National Labor Re-

lations Board that private institutions with annual

budgets of $ I -million or more fall under its jurisdic-

tion. In the past, the ni.rb excluded such institutions,

so that only Ihc public colleges and universities in

states that had laws permitting their employees to orga-

nize could develop unionized faculties.

THESE occurrences have combined to make the

debate over whether faculty members should join

unions irrelevant. The issue now is. What impact

will collective bargaining have on the character of our

colleges and universities—and on the relationships be-

tween faculty members, administrators, students, and

governing boards?

"Almost certainly," says one observer, "collective

bargaining in higher education will move to statewide

or system-wide levels and. in the process, destroy much
of the autonomy of the separate campuses." He adds:

"Collective bargaining in a state system of higher ed-

ucation will ultimately promote centralization of deci-

sion-making. Collective bargaining will contravene the

individual and departmental autonomy for which many
faculty members have battled so long."

Collective bargaining's advocates disagree vigorously.

"In fact," says one union official, "bargaining is a re-

sponse to that trend. The only way faculty members

can play a role, when policies are established on a state-

wide basis, is through bargaining and political action.

Otherwise, it will just be done over their heads."



In addition, union leaders point out, they have vigor-

ously opposed such steps as the setting of statewide

work-load standards by some legislatures.

Nonetheless, warns William B. Boyd, president of

Central Michigan University, the administration of a

collective bargaining contract, "with its emphasis on le-

galism, its grievance-laden tendencies, and its use of

adversary proceedings, will almost inevitably change

the tone of university administration. The last remnants

of colleagueship are apt to disappear. Personal relation-

ships are almost bound to change when personnel rela-

tions are altered so fundamentally."

Can the traditional character of a college or univer-

sity survive such strains? Or will the changes wrought

by the unionization of faculties be a further cause of

declining individuality and diversity?

Individuality

and the

Money Crunch

THE FINANCIAL CRISIS in higher education has re-

placed student protest as the "big issue" in the

eyes of the press and public. Where once the

headlines told of 100 students arrested for their roles in

demonstrations, they now tell of 100 colleges and

universities confronting the prospect of financial disaster.

The money crisis is real and of major proportions.

Some private institutions face the possibility of extinc-

tion.

The existence of other institutions—public and

private—is threatened. The Carnegie Commission pre-

dicts that nearly two-thirds of the nation's colleges and

universities are in financial trouble or headed for it.

One spectacular case is that of New York University

—the nation's biggest private institution of higher edu-

cation. After several years of backbreaking deficits,

N.Y.u. announced last fall that it planned to eliminate

more than 200 faculty positions, sell one of its cam-

puses to the public system of higher education, and in-

sist that, henceforth, every academic unit within the

university be able to pay its own way plus its fair share

of university overhead.

Higher education's financial crunch came on the

heels of several years of student disruptions—and some

observers have attributed the crisis to the loss of faith

in colleges and universities that followed. But the roots

lie deeper—in the end of the era of growth.

In its simplest terms, higher education's crisis has de-

veloped because costs kept rising while income did not.

(There is a limit to the amount of tuition a college or

university can charge and still remain competitive.*)

At major universities, large research programs were ini-

tiated with federal funds. Those funds have grown
scarcer as the government's priorities changed, leav-

ing those universities with commitments they cannot af-

ford.

The increasing costs hit both public and private

institutions.

One observer says that the huge growth during the

1960's was itself one of the main causes of higher edu-

cation's money troubles. Colleges and universities were

all the more vulnerable, he says, because they were

"undercapitalized, overextended, and moving into in-

creased areas of responsibility without permanent

financing."

Yet—while the financial crisis is real, and some insti-

tutions have been forced to close their doors—for the

vast majority of colleges and universities, survival itself

is not in question.

Even at New York University, with its appalling

problems. President James M. Hester believes that the

draconian steps he has taken will assure the university's

survival.

"The disease has been diagnosed, the prescription

has been made. We are taking the medicine," says

Mr. Hester. "It is very painful, but it is possible."

Edward D. Eddy, president of Chatham College,

puts it thus:

"Posting a death notice for all of private higher edu-

cation is like shooting all the horses because some have

the wheeze."

"The great majority of the institutions will survive,"

Mr. Eddy declares. "Despite the many predictions of

their demise, surprisingly few have closed their doors.

Institutions of higher learning do have a persistence

and tenacity—but not necessarily a guaranteed quality.

And there is the rub."

The nation's colleges, Mr. Eddy says, "by and large

will survive. But the emerging question is clearly one

of spirit, not just life."

THE economic crisis poses one especially nettling

threat to the diversity of the system of higher

education and the individuality of every institu-

tion: well-meaning but potentially damaging cries for

heightened efficiency and productivity on the campuses.

If taken too literally, such a movement could turn

the nation's colleges and universities into faceless, spirit-

less factories.

* A recent study has shown, for instance, that in 1964-65

a group of representative private institutions was charg-

ing $657 more per student than a group of representative

public institutions. By 1971-72, the same private institutions

were charging $1,242 more per student than the public

institutions.







Most observers agree that many colleges and univer-

sities can and must improve their fiscal policies. But,

warns Paul C. Reinert. president of Saint Louis Univer-

sity, they cannot be run like businesses. "There is," he

says, "more at stake than Kleenex."

"Efficiency in higher education remains a complex

matter," warns Howard K. Bowen, chancellor of the

Claremont University Center. "Society may be in dan-

ger of trying to restrict the functions of higher educa-

tion too narrowly, and to convert institutions into mere

assembly lines generating credit hours, rather than al-

lowing them to function as centers of learning and

culture.

"It would be a mistake, harmful to both education

and to social welfare, to turn colleges and universities

into credit-and-degree manufacturers and to judge them

solely by their productivity in these terms."

Father Reinert sums it up: "We must keep in mind

that there are substantive difTerences between a college

and a business. Drive a corporation to the wall and it

may make adjustments in its operations that enable it

to bounce back. Drive a college to the wall and you

can kill it."

EVEN more controversial than the cries for effici-

ency are issues raised by the variety of solutions

that have been proposed for higher education's

money troubles.

Virtually everyone agrees that major new infusions

of public funds for both private and public institutions

will be needed. But how those funds should be chan-

neled—whether they should come from the federal or

state governments, whether they should be in the form

of institutional aid or grants and loans to students

—

produce deep divisions within the academic community.

The Carnegie Commission has argued against

"lump-sum, across-the-board grants" from the federal

government. They could lead to reduced state support

and to the development of a "nationalized system" with

strict government controls, the commission says. In-

stead, it favors basing federal support to an institution

on the number of federally supported, needy students

enrolled, with the states providing the bulk of the sup-

port.

Spokesmen for some institutions of higher education

disagree. Direct federal grants to the colleges and uni-

versities, they argue, can make the difference between

the survival and collapse of many of them.

Spokesmen for many other institutions have argued

that new government support should come in two

forms: outright grants to the most needy students and

"income-contingent loans" to middle-class students.

(Under such loans, how much a student must pay back

would be determined in part by how much he earned

after graduation.)

With most support going to students, these educators

argue, both public and private institutions could raise

their tuitions to a point that would more nearly pay for

the actual cost of providing an education.

{

Such a system would best preserve the diversity of

our system of higher education, says an economist

from the Brookings Institution. We need, he says, "a

shift to public support of students rather than the ex-

cessive reliance on institutionalized support that charac-

terizes current public support programs." He goes on:

"Such a program of portable aid would free institu-

tions to develop their own conceptions of the

curriculum required to produce better people and,

more importantly, would give student-consumers a right

to choose among allernalive conceptions. The govern-

ment could and should scrutinize the academic offer-

ings for which it is indirectly paying, but the nature of

such investigations would change."

Officials at most public institutions oppose any major

shifts of aid from institutional support to support of

students. The necessary increases in tuition, they say,

would end the nation's long-standing commitment to

low-cost higher education, and would shift the major

burden of paying for education from the society at

large to the individual student.

That shift, they say. would represent an end to the

belief that society as a whole—not just the individual

student—benefits from the higher education of its citi-

zens.



Switching from institutional support to loans and
grants "constitutes a definite shift away from public de-

cisions and responsibility for the support and control of

higher education and toward a philosophy of private

responsibility and private enterprise, with major conse-

quences," says Clifton R. Wharton. Jr., president of

Michigan State University.

"The shift would transform the goals, values, and
conduct of the entire higher educational system," he

says.

Decisions to be made soon in Congress and the state

legislatures probably will determine how much new
governmental aid will be forthcoming and what form
the aid will take. Alumnae and alumni concerned

about preserving the qualities of higher education could

do higher education no greater service than keeping in-

formed about the alternatives, and advising their repre-

sentatives of their preferences.

THE economic crisis in higher education is, in a

sense, the cause of all the other forces moving
toward the homogenization and standardization

of our colleges and universities.

Many observers suspect that neither the movement
toward statewide systems of colleges and universities

nor the trend toward collective bargaining among the

faculty members would have gone so far if the era of

great growth had not ended. Suddenly, in the economic

depression that followed, higher education was no

longer society's favorite place to spend money.

How, under such conditions, can colleges and uni-

versities provide diversity and individuality? Must they

sacrifice their autonomy and individuality? Or can they

find ways to live with the end of growth without giving

way to drab uniformity?

Individuality:

All the Threats

Combine

THE end of an era of growth, the scarcity of new
resources, the increased competition for them,

and the public's changing definition of higher

education's role in society have all combined to produce

a major challenge for the nation's colleges and univer-

sities.

The task before them now is to meet the challenges

while preserving the best of the past.

It is easy to be pessimistic about the prospects.

Doom-sayers abound. Here is how some severe critics

have described current conditions on the campuses:

"Respect for universities [faculties and

administrators] has been replaced by distrust and sur-

veillance."

"Informal procedures and policies based upon

mutual respect and confidence within the university

have been replaced by insistence upon due process and

by formalized codes."

"Collegiality based upon unity in goals has been

replaced by identification and resolution of conflict."

Such concerns are not limited to severe critics.

Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of the University of

Notre Dame, speculates that "perhaps during that pe-

riod of rapid growth, the institutions—the academic

community—grew beyond the potential to be personal

and human."

William C. Mclnnes, president of the University of

San Francisco, says: "People will spend their money,

contribute their money, pay their money for services

and things in which they believe. What has happened

in many cases is that people don't believe in education

the way they used to."

As a result, many institutions feel more threatened

than ever by the challenges before them.

One consequence has been that the conflicts between

public and private higher education have been exacer-

bated. Once the expansion of the entire higher educa-

tional system ceased, the happy state no longer pre-

vailed in which everyone was prospering. Now, one

institution's gain may well be another's loss. Public and

private education now often view progress for one as a

possible threat to the other.

Says a former official of a state system of higher ed-

ucation:

"The pleadings of the private segment for state finan-

cial aid are gaining ground—not nearly enough to save





from society to pursue knowledge disengaged from its

social implications."

Ending that fundamental doubt, says Sir Eric, will

require "a reevaluation of the relation between univer-

sities and American society."

IN
SHORT, the American people must rebuild their

faith in the colleges and universities—and the

colleges and universities must rebuild faith in them-

selves. In doing so, both parties to the contract can

assure the survival of both the vast system's diversity

and the individuality of its parts.

Many colleges and universities have already begun

the necessary reassessments and redefinitions. Commis-

sions on the future have been established on scores of

campuses. Faculty members, students, administrators,

trustees, alumni, and alumnae have been enlisted to

help define their institutions' goals for the years to

come.

Those new definitions, now emerging, recognize the

end of the era of expansion and come to terms with it.

Some institutions have chosen to remain small, some

large. Others have chosen to focus on specific missions,

e.g., ecology, health services, the arts. Still others are

moving into the preparation of teachers for the two-

year colleges that, in the years ahead, will attract many
new students to higher education. For their part, many
two-year colleges are resisting pressures to expand into

four-year institutions, electing to concentrate on provid-

ing the best possible educational opportunities to their

own non-traditional student constituencies.

Whatever the role they define for themselves, such

colleges and universities are seeking ways to make edu-

cation more individual and more rewarding.

COLLEGES and universities still have a long way to

go before they adjust to the financial stresses,

the changing market conditions, the demands

for reform that have beset them. Those that adjust most

effectively will be the ones that survive as distinctive,

individual institutions.

Chatham College's President Eddy notes that our in-

stitutions, "swinging into the troublesome '70's from

the unusually affluent '60's, resemble a middle-aged and

slightly portly man who discovers that he is panting

heavily after climbing a quick flight of stairs. He
doesn't have yesterday's bounce."

"He has a choice. He can become a first-class hypo-

chondriac and, in all probability, bring on the attack

by discouragement and tension. Or he can diet, cut out

smoking, and start some consistent, sensible exercise.

He must convince himself that life is worth living—and

living to the hilt—despite an occasional long flight of

stairs."

The end of the era of growth has opened once more

the great debate about the role of higher education (or

any education, for that matter) in the lives of individu-

als and in the health of society. The future, in many
ways, is up for grabs.

Those who care deeply about the diversity and indi-

viduality of our colleges and universities must assure

that—regardless of what they become—they preserve

their distinctive spirit in the changing future.

"There is little profit in licking our wounds or feel-

ing sorry for ourselves," says Father Hesburgh of

Notre Dame. "We still represent the best hope for

America's future, provided we learn from our own mis-

takes and reestablish in the days ahead what has so

often testified to the nobility of our endeavors in times

past.

"All is not lost. We are simply beginning again, as

many always must, in a world filled with ambiguities,

the greatest of which is man himself."
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Can We Save
the Individuality

of Our Colleges?

FOUR
LYCOMING
RESPONSES

Robert W. Rabold Robert H. Ewmc

ROGER A. GOODMAN
Assistant Professor of Education

Forced by economic circumstances to search

for new sources of aid, American colleges and

universities are turning to that oft-acknowledged

last resort of funding, the federal government.

The need for financial support is a real one.

The threat of a compromised autonomy is just

that - a threat. That we fear centralism is

justified, I suppose, because we are not

accustomed to thinking about it with regard to

higher education. The "Special Report" article

seems to accept the idea that federal support

will bring about an insipia sameness, with its

centralized purpose and centralized control.

Indeed, the threat is there, but are we
absolutely sure that is what will happen?

One tends to make an a priori assumption that

the entity which controls the purse strings

controls the entire decision-making process.

Innumerable examples suggest that the

assumption is based upon no end of precedents.

A few examples, however, suggest that such is

not always the case. In the past decade, when

federal funding in elementary and secondary

schools has almost doubled, the most prominent

instructional innovations — programmed

instruction, individually prescribed instruction.

and the open classroom — have all been directed

toward meeting the needs of individual students.

The federal government did not thrust these

innovations upon the system. Rather, it offered

impetus in the form of financial support to

educators interested in renovating the

instructional approach. Without federal funding

it is unlikely that the renovation could have

occurred.

Another example, the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), has

provided federal financial support for individual

districts who wish to improve existing

educational programs. Schools requesting funds

under this act are generally required to state

the purposes of the program, the means of

implementation, and the methods by which the

program will be evaluated. Within this frame-

work the government acts as a regulatory

agency, a checkpoint through which the program

can pass with funding if it can demonstrate that

the proposal can improve the existing

educational format. By making the school

accountable for the funds it receives, does the

federal government threaten the autonomy of

the school ? On the contrary, such funding
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programs have actually assisted many schools

to become more individualistic than before.

Urban districts, with federal support under

ESEA, have been able to see their function in

a new and distinct light; rural schools have

been able to offer programs undreamed of

under local support. With real benefits such as

these in public elementary and secondary

education, it does not appear that increased

federal funding must, of necessity, bring about

an impersonal homogenization in higher

education.

It might be argued that the public heritage of

elementary and secondary education is one

thing; the private heritage of hundreds of

liberal arts colleges and universities is quite

another. Accountability is not new to the public

schools, who always had to answer at least to

the local populace. Therefore the probability of

an awkward transition for colleges and

universities is almost inevitable. However, 1

believe the above precedents from elementary

and secondary education can serve to soften

the impact of the shift.

To begin, if a college or university wants a

share of the federal purse on the one hand

without sacrificing its autonomy on the other,

it will have to be prepared to account for its

use of the federal funds. In order to be ready

for the coming age of accountability, the

institution should take the following steps:

1. Define more specifically its educational

purposes.

2. Decide what kinds of experiences it can

offer to attain these purposes.

3. Devise a means of evaluating whether the

purposes are being attained.

With regard to a definition of purposes, higher

education will have to perceive its outcomes in

more specific terms than the vague "whole

person" or "good citizen" that the article

suggests has been the case. Just what is the

nature of a whole person or of the good citizen?

What specific behaviors are manifested by people

who possess these qualities as opposed to those

who do not? Only when purposes have been so

defined can the institution account for the

achievement of these purposes.

Secondly, the report suggests that after four

years of dormitory or fraternity life and a series

of courses the student will emerge a whole

person - isn't this promising more than the

institution can probably deliver? With more lucid

statements of expected outcomes the institution

vrill more clearly see the kinds of experiences it

can and should offer in order to attain these

outcomes. While unique and different experiences

can make the college attractive to potential

entrants, the emphasis will need to be placed

upon providing experiences that clearly facilitate

the intended purposes of the institution. Otherwise,

the experiences may be fun, but without meaning,
and the funding agency will recognize this.

Thirdly, an institution of higher learning must

devise a more exclusive means to evaluate

whether or not its purposes are being attained.

In this undertaking it will have to do battle with

the supposition that higher education must be

evaluated primarily on the basis of efficiency, as

suggested by the article. Again we can learn from

precedent. With the passage of the Elementary

and Secondary Act, accompanied by its demand
for accountability, American public education

needed a means to evaluate the proposals it

wanted money for. Rather than devise an

evaluation scheme compatible to its purpose,

public education turned, unfortunately, to models
from business and agriculture. In these areas

efficiency had always been the basic contributing

force toward attaining the goals of higher net

profit and increased crop output. But how different

these from the goals of education! One wonders

how such a disposition could ever have been thought

to fit comfortably into the value framework of

education. In order to evaluate what the college

is trying to do, I suggest we need different

guidelines with new and different tools. These
tools will not be found for us; we must find them
ourselves or be captive to a doctrine that demands
efficiency above all else.

These three steps, to be taken by the institution

seeking federal funding, are roughly similar to

the steps taken by public schools desiring funding

under the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act. Will the federal government desire more
control over higher education than the regulatory

function it has reserved for itself in elementary

and secondary education? There appears to be no

basis to believe that it will. Precedents would

suggest that it probably will not. The threat of an

impersonal centralization in higher education can

hopefully be overcome if institutions are willing

to take the initative and face the task of some
rather unconventional homework. Federal funding

appears to be the most, if not the only, viable

source of much needed support for higher

education. If that support is accompanied by some
form of regulatory constraint, should the support

be refused? Considering the alternatives, I opt

for acceptance.
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ROBERT W. RABOLD
Professor of Economics

grants, loans, and loan guarantees provided by a

public convinced of education's ineluctable ability

to overcome evil.

If there were (Heaven forbid) a 1,000 year-old
assistant professor, and if he were to be asked

to comment upon these articles concerning the

demise of individuality, I am certain he would
get that uneasy feeling of having been here before
— many times. Problems in education,

particularly the money crunch, are as old as the

Republic. Long before 1789 the General Court of

Massachusetts appropriated funds for Harvard
College, since it was incapable of surviving

without aid. A century later, in the 1870's,

Harvard's President spoke out against federal

endowments as a matter of principle. Apparently

another's ox was being gored. In Colonial times,

states operated lotteries to raise funds for New
England's colleges.

In another dimension educational history is

replete with students' attempts to redefine their

colleges, giving rise first to literary societies

and later on to the Greek letter fraternities. The
same may be said about the attempts of college

officials to reassess their own goals as they then

perceived them; thus, as time passed, emphasis

swung from piety to intellect, from religious

orientation to science, from the theoretical to

the practical, and from education for the elite to

its democratization. The present heterogeneity

of American colleges is the inevitable result of

diverse men pursuing diverse goals in an

educational system which developed, if not in a

completely laissez-faire system, at least in one

whose terms were not completely dictated

by the state.

An old-timer may come away with the feeling

that an equilibrium will never be reached —
that the pendulum's neverceasing undulations

simply take one back to where one has been

ofttimes before, only to reverse direction and

return to another familiar but temporary position.

Perhaps our ancient professor may be forgiven

if he stifles another yawn induced by familiar

rhetoric. If this is a real crisis, then earlier

ones were equally real.

The past twenty or more years have been a

period of affluence for colleges which, I suspect,

they rarely enjoyed before. It was a period of

swelling and swollen enrollments of post-war,

baby-boom students, hectic overbuilding of

physical plant, rapidly rising faculty salaries

and tuition, and a seemingly bottomless barrel of

federal and state largess in the form of research

Now, as we all know, this conviction has been
shaken severly, as abviously it deserved to be,

and if the figures are correct, the college-age

generation has seen the light more clearly than

its elders. There arc numerous reasons why this

generation is considering avenues other than

going on to college, but however valid their

reasons may be, the fact is that applications are

down in relative terms and are predicted to

decline in absolute terms as well. Not many years

ago deans were wondering how to provide housing

for incoming freshmen; today they are worrying

about the carrying costs of half-empty dormitories.

Much of the above is common knowledge, not only

to those of us who labor within the ivied halls,

but also to a large segment of those on the outside,

and the articles on the loss of individuality seem
to manifest a general public concern. Perhaps

some specific reaction to these articles is

in order.

To begin with, the existence of individuality,

which I interpret to mean a high level of

uniqueness, is overstated. To be sure, our

colleges differ in terms of size, clientele, and

general "quality"; however, it may not be overly

cynical to suggest that many of the "unique"

qualities exist only in the minds of the public

relations types who compose college catalogues.

Statements of purpose, to the extent that they

convey anything meaningful, suffer from a

uniformity distinguished only by imaginative

prose. Course offerings are more similar than

dissimilar, and although department strengths

and professionals' personalities may vary from
campus to campus, the content of, say.

Intermediate Economic Theory is rarely a

function of location, size, or ownership of

the college.

One suspects that the striving of the less

affluent and prestigious institutions to emulate

the acknowledged leaders has in fact

homogenized institutions, or so it seems, if

scanning catalogues provides an index. One
infortunate result of emulation, it now appears,

is that budgetary pressures have come home to

roost. Insiders have been awakened to the fact

that attempts to be all things to all men may
well spell bankruptcy and that it might be a

better course of action to concentrate upon

fewer goals. An analogy may be drawn to a

business firm which has such a diverse product

line that its quality control deteriorates to the
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extent of driving customers away. Might it not

be preferable to narrow the product line to a

few items, concentrating upon making them

first-rate quality?

I would not carry my argument about homogeneity

so far as to suggest that colleges resemble mere
carbon copies; however, it does seem as though

the case for individuality has been overstated

and, further, that threats to it are but vaguely

comprehended. For example, we are aware
that collective bargaining agreements tend to

formalize and to depersonalize human relations,

but I doubt that there exists any reliable

measure of the effect of unionization upon the

nitty-gritty of education, which is that which

transpires within the classroom. Nor, for that

matter, can we prove that there exists an

inverse relationship between the quantity of

public funding and control, on the one hand, and

loss of individuality, on the other. Regrettably

the volume of paper work increases with public

control and funding, but I doubt that many
faculties or administrators would eschew the

funds in the name of individuality. Can we be

certain of anything?

If of anything at all, we know that the money
crunch is real, and we are aware also of the

changing student population, in qualitative as

well as quantitative terms. Insofar as these

articles are concerned, we are also certain that

they have something in common — they pose

many questions but have misplaced the answers.

It is not particularly enlightening to read, "the

time has come to take a total look at each of our
institutions in some systematic way which relates

energy and material input to learning output . . .
"

What is a "total" look and how does it differ from
a partial look? What is meant by a "systematic"

way? How is "learning output" to be measured —
in behavior modification, in citizenship, in

earning capacity, in examination grades? What
are the norms to be used and upon whose
authority are these to be accepted?

Perhaps the ultimate answers are as elusive as

any other truth, but I prefer a pragmatic

approach to generalized ideals. Just as earlier

solutions to educational problems were
elaborated in the context of the then contemporary
societal value system (who can gainsay that land-

grant colleges benefitted an agrarian society?),

we must choose our goals in terms of today's

social values. Indeed, since we are educating

our youth to exist in tomorrow's society, today

becomes largely irrelevant.

Individual administrators of individual

institutions may brood over the state of affairs

in education in general; however, their

immediate concern must be the development, if

not survival, of their own institutions. The macro
problem is seen as someone else's in the

abstract; the micro problem is seen in terms of

what College "X" can do in a context of severely

limited options. Since counterfeiting is a state

monopoly (please excuse the contradiction in

terms), the income side of the ledger reduces to

simple arithmetic: multiply the number of

students by the tuition rate. With the former
likely to be a smaller number in the future and

with the latter already high enough to give every-

body a case of the jitters, and with scarce

reason to postulate an increasingly beneficient

public, a hard problem exists.

When costs exceed revenue, survival exists the

realm of the academic debate and academic
pruning is necessary. It seems inexcusable for

a college administrator today, in a world in

which demographic and other trends are

unfavorable to college enrollment, to continue to

live in yesterday's glorious euphoria. A sense

of purpose grounded in reality, hard-nosed and

hard-headed, is called for. Is it the function of

College "X" to serve society, and, if so, in

what way? Who ought to be educated, to what

end, and how many? Can we even enroll as

many as we would want? How can College "X"
cut its outlays to match constant or shrinking

income? Which departments are to feel the

pruner's blades and which teachers ought to be

released? To what extent should the non-

academic components in the budget also be

pruned? Which ought to take precedence,

football or forensics? What can the college do

about academic standards when it is necessary
to accept formerly submarginal applicants?

Shall standards be lowered when the registrar's

data indicate an obvious inability of the student

body to meet present standards ? Shall the faculty

be permitted to teach the things it deems
important or shall it respond to the clamor of

students for a transitory relevance?

Whatever the answers to these questions may be,

it is clear that they yield to the unrelenting

significance of the budget, for idealism flies

out of the window as soon as confronted by the

intruding reality of financial exigency.

It might be argued that the sellers' market of

the past generation postponed the necessary

introspection about which we read today in that

the high income levels and accessibility of

funds generated a sense of well-being among us

all, administrators and faculty alike. Today it
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is a different ball game as teen-agers are
staying away from the box office in increasing

numbers. No matter what public relation

circulars may say, admissions staffs are fully

aware of the simple fact that to maintain

enrollment figures in a declining market
necessitates lowering standards of admission,

perhaps to the point where students who are

incapable or undesirous of absorbing more
education at this point in their lives are certified

to the faculty as educable. The inescapable

results are a campus devoid of intellectual

curiosity, a frustrated faculty, and an equally

malcontent student body. The simple fact that a

college may lack an adequate potential clientele

which can share its views of education severely

limits the college's options insofar as its

attainable goals are concerned. Moreover, the

educational aspirations of potential students

change more readily than the long-cherished

views of educators.

For these, and other, reasons, one need not

search long and hard to find pessimism on

today's campuses. Yet it may still be possible

to conclude upon an optimistic note. More
colleges than ever before have been forced into

scrutiny of purpose, and into long and short-

range planning to harmonize their objectives

and their resources with the demands placed

upon them by a society which is changing at a

dazzling rate. Whether one views these changes

as benign, either to society or to education, is

yet another matter.

ROBERT H. EWING
Professor Emeritus of History

The threat to the independence and individuality

of the colleges and imiversities should certain

solutions of the present fiscal crisis be attempted

has been well portrayed in the Special Report.

There is a possible political and social

consequence which seems to me quite ominous.

The tendency toward an authoritative and

uniform design for the content and procedures

of formal education or the application of

virtually irresistable pressures toward that end

raises the specter of a move toward a

totalitarian society ultimately politically

directed. Here is the seed of an official control

of thought and an official determination of

values. Millions of us remember the world

crisis of a generation ago precipitated by the

objectives of such totalitarian societies. We now

have a knowledge of the nightmare that life can

become in such societies. What more effective

counter-force could there be to the tendencies

toward a totalitarian society than the vigorous

and unfettered functioning of a number of

colleges and universities, each with its own
traditions and its own individuality? The
problem, of course, is to convince those who
determine the disposal of financial resources of

the surpassing importance of maintaining this

barrier against a tide which could engulf us all.

The effort must be made.

The increasing complexity of modem society

and the growing role of formal education in

social and economic processes have given rise

to the impression that education must be made
more immediately relevant to current problems.

The trouble is that these problems are

continually changing. By the time a student is

prepared to address himself to a particular set

of problems, a set of new and different ones
has taken its place. This suggests that life and

society may involve some more enduring factors

of which we are not sufficiently aware and with

which education might well concern itself. The
attempt to make education so immediately

relevant, the attempt to achieve efficiency

through the elimination of all that is not

instantly applicable, may reduce its achievement

to futility. The much maligned ivory-tower

approach at least had the merit of endeavoring

to discern enduring values.

The concern with relevance, inadequately

interpreted as immediate applicability to

specific issues, has given rise to another

assumption. This is that educational institutions

should resemble society itself, including its

component elements and its tensions. It is

assumed that preparation for life in society as it

is will be adequate only if the environment with-

in which such preparation takes place is a sort

of microcosm of society as it is. I question the

validity of this assumption. The conditions of

such an educational environment obscure the

idea of enduring values, the significance of the

individual, and the possibility of some essential

meaning in life itself. Under these conditions the

humane elements of our civilization, already

badly eroded, could be virtually dissolved. Life

then would indeed become bleak and spiritless.

I suggest the value of a different type of

educational experience for those enrolled in

colleges and universities. Let them stand aside

from the turbulent mainstream of contemporary

life and society for a few years to contemplate

calmly the nature of man, human societ>', the

substance of scientific knowledge, and the
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totality of things. Let this be done within

colleges and universities each of which has

evolved, through its own history and traditions,

a distinctive society within its own walls. It will

be objected that the student will thereby be

placed in a situation so remote from social

reality that he will be disabled from functioning

effectively in real life. My reply to this is that

experience in a different type of society could

give a person a perspective on mainstream
contemporary society that would illuminate his

understanding of it and thereby make him better

able to cope with its issues. In the long run, the

ivory-tower approach may have a more practical

outcome than the nervous concern for relevance.

Equally significant, if not more so, is the

circumstance that the atmosphere of these

intramural societies, fostered within colleges

and universities left free to act in harmony with

their own traditions and to deal with the issues

of life and society in accordance with their own

inspirations, should favor a consciousness of

those aspects of the human spirit that lie

deeper than the flux which is characteristic of

society. This should generate and sustain a

force which would be of the greatest significance

in preserving humane civilization. The men and

women who had acquired such an educational

experience, though a minor portion of the total

population, might well be the leaven which

would leaven the whole social loaf.

Those who have an acquaintance with the history

of the Middle Ages will recall that through the

social and economic agony of the early medieval

centuries it was the monasteries that played the

most important role in nurturing the flickering

and feeble flame of humane civilization. The

monasteries too maintained unique societies

apart from the social mainstream. Yet the

transition from the troubled early medieval

centuries to the remarkable civilization of the

High Middle Ages could probably not have been

made without them.

Unique societies that are vital are not

constructed; they grow. They are the products

of living and cumulative tradition. So are the

colleges and universities. They will not remain

vital in the grip of uniform and authoritative

control imposed from without. I realize that

the problems they now face are fiscal in

character and are difficult and complex. In the

search for solutions, however, for the sake of

a free society and of a true civilization, it is

imperative that the effort be made to save the

independence, individuality, and uniqueness

of these institutions.

ANDREW B. TURNER
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

One of the goals of Lycoming College, and

that of every college for that matter, is to

prepare its students to better meet the

challenges of the world of tomorrow.

Today's students no longer are satisfied

with a "liberal arts" education, as they

were fifty or even five years ago; they

want to be prepared for a specific job.

In the past few years, we have witnessed a

decline in the traditional liberal arts

majors and an increased interest in inter-

disciplinary majors. These latter majors

enable students to tailor their academic

program to meet their individual needs

and desires. An example might be the

student planning to teach at the elementary

school level. This student might design

his or her own program in consultation

with the faculty, choose courses, and

graduate having Children's Literature as

a major.

Still, the sense of the faculty of the College

is, and I think rightfully so, that its

graduates should be exposed to certain

academic areas. Thus we expect our

students to fulfill certain "distribution

requirements" - that is, to acquire a

certain degree of competency in the areas

of English, fine arts, natural sciences,

social sciences, religion or philosophy,

and mathematics or a foreign language.

This is in addition to pursuing some area

of concentration, a major, whether it be

traditional or interdisciplinary.

Thus within the framework of our programs

at Lycoming, the individual is exposed to

the "traditional" areas of learning while

charting a program to fulfill his or her

needs to compete in today's job market.

The student of today has many more options

open to him than those available just a few

years ago.

The Internship Program at Lycoming

offers another unique opportunity today.

This recently adopted program enables

students to receive academic credit for

certain off-campus experiences. Students

majoring in Political Science, for instance,

could receive college credit while studying

and working with county government
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officials in a program under faculty

supervision. Or a chemistry major
performing research at Argonne National

Laboratories during his senior year could

receive college credit for this approved

experience.

These are but two of the exciting new
programs at Lycoming College now
available to today's undergraduate. If the

prediction of the Carnegie Commission in

regard to declining student enrollments

comes true, we must continue to dream
dreams in order to attract quality students.

Lycoming must be able to offer a unique

academic experience to its students, at

the same time it is acquiring greater

recognition among the small private

colleges. This is our challenge as a

college with individuality for today's

students in tomorrow's world.
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have had several in Williamsport. In both cities

there are both signed and unsigned paintings by his

students. Paintings by Roesen's students have

never been published before, and I am accordingly

here reproducing four paintings by two of Roesen's

students in Huntingdon. (Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12).

Figure 9

Fruit 22 1/8 x 27 1/2

Unsigned, attributed

to Henry W. Miller.

Huntingdon County

Historical Society.

Figure 10

Fruit 12 X 9

Unsigned, attributed

to Henry W. Miller.

Huntingdon County

Historical Society.

There is also at the same property an unsigned

very Roesen-like fruit composition that is said by

the present owner to have been painted by her

grandfather, the student of Roesen above

mentioned. A part of this painting is quite well

done and may have been painted by the artist

himself. This painting reminds one of a strong

tradition in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. The

tradition is two-fold: that Roesen would some-

times begin a painting and ask one of his students

to finish it, and also that he would never sign a

painting that he had not entirely painted himself.

(Figure 9).
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Figure 11

Flowers 12 x 9

Unsigned, attributed

to Henry W. Miller.

Huntingdon County

Historical Society.

Figure 12

Fruit 18 X 23 1/2

Signed "L. Bartol"

lower right.

Huntingdon County

Historical Society.
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Another painting by Roesen in Huntingdon has
been alluded to previously as having been owned by
the author of a history of Huntingdon County,
Milton Scott Lytle. The painting was willed to the

Huntingdon County Historical Society by his

daughter, Mrs. Julia Lytle Hatfield. A horizontal-

rectangular fruit composition of medium size,

now hanging in the Historical Society Museum, is

signed in the lower right center part of the

picture with Roesen's S-in-R signature. (Figure 6).

Figure 6

Fruit 24 1/2 x 30

Huntingdon County

Historical Society.

There is a fourth signed Roesen painting in

Huntingdon, owned by a present resident of the

city. It is also a horizontal-rectangular fruit

painting, signed with Roesen's S-in-R signature,
in a good state of preservation. It has not always
been in Huntingdon, but it was originally and it is

now, and it has been owned by three generations of
the same Huntingdon family, (Figure 7).

Another fruit composition painted by Roesen in

Huntingdon is now in the permanent Pennsylvania
Collection of Fine Arts in the William Penn
Memorial Museum in Harris burg. It was acquired
by purchase in 1962 from a Huntingdon resident
who is the granddaughter of the original owner,

George Washington Johnson, who obtained it

from the artist, evidently in 1860, '61, or '62.

Again, local tradition has it that it was acquired
in payment of a debt the painter had previously
incurred. Mr. Johnson was, in the 1850's,
owner and operator of an iron furnace in
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Figure 7

Fruit 22 x 27

Private owner,

Huntingdon.

Huntingdon County, from the product of which

he cast and marketed stoves, pursuing a

successful mercantile business, first in Peters-

burg and later in Huntingdon. He came to

Huntingdon "probably about 1860," and remained

in Huntingdon the rest of his life. From him the

painting descended to his daughter, from whom
it descended to her daughter, Mrs. Mary Grace
Stuart, who sold it to the State Museum. The

history of this painting is locally well attested to

and it thus remained in the same family for

three generations until it was acquired by the

State Museum. (Figure 8).

Figure 8

Fruit 22 x 27

Pa. Collection of

Fine Arts, William

Penn Mem. Museum
Harrisburg.
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Two other paintings are attributed to Roesen

when he worked in Hxmtingdon, but due to the

dispersal of the family that owned them, I have

been unable to find out much about them. They

are known locally as the "Geissinger Roesens,

"

and I once heard them referred to as the

"Fisher-Geissinger Roesens. " According to the

one descendant of the Geissinger family that has

been heard from these paintings were also

apparently a matched pair. He described them

as "large, about three by four feet in size. "

This is obviously an approximate estimate, and

they may have been 36" x 50", which are the

dimensions of several of Roesen' s larger

paintings. The Roesens painted in Huntingdon

and now owned by cousins living in southeastern

Pennsylvania are of this dimension, as are also

the matched pair of Roesens now hanging in the

dining room of the Park Home in Williamsport.

There is at least one other Roesen of this size

privately owned in Williamsport, and one also

now in State College, Pennsylvania, which was

formerly owned by a Williamsport family.

According to the Geissinger descendant above

mentioned, these paintings were originally owned

by Luther S. Geissinger, who was a successful

lawyer in Huntingdon from 1873 until his death.

He could not have been their original owner,

however, for he was bom in 1851 and would

have been but nine or ten years of age when
Roesen was active in Huntingdon. They may have

been acquired from the artist by Luther

Geissinger' s father, who is described as a

"prosperous" farmer who resided a few miles

south of Huntingdon. He was at least sufficiently

prosperous and intelligent to send his son to a

Normal School and to Mercersburg College (now

Mercersburg Academy) in Franklin County,

Pennsylvania.

The paintings descended from Luther Geissinger

to his only daughter Amelia, and to one of his

three sons, Wallace, who sold their paintings to

"an agent from either Harrisburg or Philadelphia"

in the early 1960's. The agent was probably a

dealer's representative, for a lively interest in

Roesen paintings developed in the 1960's as a

result of the acquisition of two Roesen paintings

for the White House Collection in 1960 and 1961.

The present location of these paintings is unknown,

and whether or not and how they were signed is

also unknown. In spite of the fact that neither the

original owner nor the present location of these

paintings is known, there is no doubt that they

were painted in Huntingdon, and I am therefore

including them (as Figures 16 and 17) in the

following list.

A well-known American primitive water color,

29 X 40 7/8, in the Garbisch Collection is also

painted in imitation of Roesen. But inasmuch as

its provenance is New Hampshire and the date

of 1854 is ascribed to it, it is probably an

imitation of a New York City, rather than a

Huntingdon, Roesen ( 101 American Primitive

Water Colors and Pastels , National Gallery of

Art, 1966, Plate 97, p. 112; also described as

"Fruit on Black Table, by an Unknown Artist,

"

p. 138. ) This primitive Roesen-like painting is

now in the Whitney Museum of American Art,

New York City. There is also an American
primitive fruit piece, 32 1/2 x 39 1/2, in the

Colby College Art Museum at Waterville,

Maine; but it has never been published that I

know of, and a print is unavailable for publica-

tion at this time. It has been described as

"almost comic in its naivete, " but it is not as

naive as the "Fruit on Black Table" in the

Garbisch Collection.

Roesen is known to have exhibited a flower

composition in Cologne, Germany in 1847.

European art lexicons refer to him as a

"Blumenmaler" (flower painter) and "specialiste

de le fleur. " The earliest dated (1848) painting

that Roesen painted in this country is a flower

composition with a few items of fruit in the

lower right comer. It is now in the Corcoran

Gallery of Art in Washington, D. C. In his early

years in New York City (1848-1850) Roesen sold

eleven works to the American Art-Union; six of

these were flower compositions, three were
fruit, and two were flowers and fruit. In all of

Roesen' s flowers and fruit paintings, flowers

decidedly predominate. In the New York City

period of Roesen' s work flowers clearly

predominate over fruit as his favorite objects

of compositions.

Among his Williamsport paintings (c. 1862 to

1872), however, fruit compositions are much
more numerous than those of flowers. His

Philadelphia paintings have never been

catalogued, and it is impossible to do so at this

late date. The two known Harrisburg paintings

(there is a third that is debatable) that can be

ascribed to him with confidence are a matched

pair, consisting of one floral and one fruit. The

thirteen Huntingdon paintings are nine fruit,

three flowers and one flowers and fruit. One may
therefore say that during the years from 1858 to

1862, Roesen accomplished the transition from

flowers to fruit as his favorite objects of

composition. Or perhaps one should more
properly say that his patrons preferred fruit to

flowers as their favorite objects of composition.
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I am also suggesting that the decided

predominance of fruit over flowers in his

Huntingdon repertoire permits one to assume
that his Huntingdon period was during the

terminal part of the transitional years from
1858 to 1862. His wanderings in Pennsylvania

apparently took him first to Philadelphia, then

to Harrisburg, next to Huntingdon, and finally

to Williamsport.

Two other observations may be made with

respect to Roesen's Huntingdon paintings. Ten
of his thirteen paintings in or deriving from
Huntingdon consist of five sets of matched pairs

(figs. 4-5, 3-13, 2-14, 1-15, and 16-17 in the

following list). This is a large number of

matched paintings in a total of thirteen. He is

known to have painted companion or "twin"

paintings in both New York City and Williamsport,

but in neither place is the proportion of these to

his total production as large as it is in

Huntingdon. Matched paintings are thought to be
due to the fact that the artist sometimes
received from patrons an order for a pair of

paintings, rather than for a single one. When he

received such a commission his patrons would

doubtless have indicated whether they wanted

fruit or flower compositions, or one of each. If

the foregoing assumptions are reasonable, it is

evident that his Huntingdon patrons preferred

fruit to flower compositions and the artist

accordingly painted them. It is also of interest

that all of his Huntingdon paintings are signed,

excepting possibly Figs. 16 and 17, and we do

not know that they were not. This belies the

Williamsport tradition that when he painted

matched pairs he "always" or "usually" (the

tradition varies) signed but one of them.

Another point of interest is that in Himtingdon

Roesen painted from medium to large paintings.

There are no small compositions such as are

occasionally met with among Roesen's paintings.

Two, and perhaps four, of the Huntingdon

paintings are 36" x 50" and there are four of

this size that I know of among his paintings

produced in Williamsport. (There may be more
in the latter city, for I have seen only about one-

half of his known paintings in Williamsport and

vicinity). There are only four paintings by

Roesen of recent record that are larger than

these. The developmental trends in Roesen's

paintings have never been systematically

studied. However, a recent history of American

Still- Life Painting refers to his "later more
elaborate canvases" (emphasis mine). This

greater elaboration seems to be one of his most

obvious developments, and one may also say

that several of Roesen's Huntingdon paintings

show steps in that direction.

Inasmuch as this paper has had to rely heavily

upon traditions relating to Roesen I should like

to comment on such traditions as they presently

survive in Williamsport and in Huntingdon.

Artists were not numerous in mid-nineteenth

century inland Pennsylvania communities, and

as unusual persons they became the cynosure of

popular anecdotes and stories. There are more
stories relating to Roesen in Williamsport than

there are in Huntingdon, undoubtedly because he

painted longer and had more friends and patrons

in the former community. In both places we
find traditions to the effect that he was often in

debt and that he gave paintings to those to whom
he was indebted. Also tradition in both towns

refers to the artist's drinking habits, but these

are both more numerous and more emphatic in

Williamsport than they are in Huntingdon. The
ideas that his drinking destroyed his health and

had an adverse effect upon his capacity to paint

are not found in Huntingdon. There is, however,

an interesting tradition in Huntingdon that I have

never heard in Williamsport. This is the story

that when Roesen left Williamsport (apparently

in 1872) he revisited Huntingdon to see his old

friends, and that he was in the process of

retracing the route through Pennsylvania by which

he had come to Huntingdon and Williamsport in

the first place. The story that he died in an

almshouse in Philadelphia is also still heard in

both communities.

Such folkloric forms are always of interest,

especially to the folklorist, as indicating the

feelings and the thoughtways of the members of

any community. Of greater interest to the art

historian, of course, are the works of art an

artist leaves behind him. In this respect the city

of Huntingdon may well be justifiably proud of the

heritage of Severin Roesen, a heritage this

community has had for now more than a century.
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The Huntingdon Roesen paintings are herewith

listed. The first four remain in Huntingdon to

this day, and the next nine are paintings that

were painted in Huntingdon but have been

removed to their present locations. Included

in the list (Fig. 9) is the unsigned Roesen-like

painting that traditionally was painted by one of

his students, but a part of which I attribute to the

artist himself. All dimensions are approximate

(some are stretcher size and others are the

dimensions that are visible within their frames,

are expressed in inches, and the vertical always

precedes the horizontal dimension. The paintings

are rectangular unless otherwise indicated.

All of Roesen' s Huntingdon paintings, excepting

possibly 16 and 17 are signed, but none of

them are dated.

ROESEN PAINTINGS STILL IN HUNTINGDON:

4. Fruit, oval, 24 x 20 \, S-in-R signature, lower
right, below edge of table. Private owner, Huntingdon.

5. Flowers, oval, 24 x 21 4. "S. Roesen" in separate
printed red letters, slightly slanted, lower right, below
edge of table. Private owner, Huntingdon.

6. Fruit, 24 2 X 30, S-in-R signature, right center,
below ledge. Huntingdon County Historical Society.
Formeriy owned by the Lytle family.

7. Fruit, 22 x 27. S-in-R signature, lower right, below
ledge. Private owner, Huntingdon.

ROESEN HUNTINGDON PAINTINGS NO LONGER THERE:

1, Fruit, 16 X 21. Printed signature, lower right,

(Predominately peaches, without wine glass, ) Private
owner, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

2, Fruit, 36 x 50, S-in-R signature, lower right. Private
owner, Ridley Park, Pa,

3, Flowers, oval, 35 x 28 \. Printed signature, lower
right center. Private owner, Birmingham, Alabama.

8. Fruit, 22 x 27. S-in-R signature, lower right,

Pennsylvania Collection of Fine Arts, William Penn
Memorial Museum, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission, Harrisburg, Pa. Acquired by purchase in 1962.

PHOTOS OF ROESEN PAINTINGS NOT AVAILABLE:

13. Fruit, oval, 35 x 28 ^. S-in-R signature, lower right.

Private owner, Cleveland, Ohio.

14. Flowers and Fruit, 36 x 50. Printed signature, lower
right. Private owner, Malvern, Pennsylvania,

15. Fruit, 16 x 21. Printed signature, lower right.

(Predominately peaches, with wine glass). Private owner,
Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

16. and 17. Apparently a matched pair "about 3x4 feet";
possibly 36 x 50, Whether signed or not unknown. Present
whereabouts unknown. Was owned by Geissinger family.

PAINTINGS BY ROESEN' S HUNTINGDON STUDENTS:

9. Fruit, 22 1/8 X 27|. Unsigned but locally attributed to

Henry W. Miller, grandfather of the present owner.
Possibly in part painted by Roesen. Miller was bom in
1812 and died in 1893, He was Clerk to the Huntingdon
County Commissioners for many years. He would have
been 48 years old in 1860, and Roesen was probably
several years younger. (Stone, pp. 12-13, deduces that
Roesen was bom between 1815 and 1822). Family tradition
claims that Roesen lived with the Miller family and
shared a studio with his student in a basement room of the
latter's home. The home is one of the oldest in Huntingdon
which has been continuously occupied by the same family.
Private owner, Huntingdon, Pa.

10. Fmit, 12 X 9, Unsigned; attributed to Henry W, Miller,
Given by Miller's granddaughter to the Huntingdon County
Historical Society,

11. Flowers, 12x9, Unsigned; also attributed to Henry W,
Miller. Also given by Miller's granddaughter to the Hunting-
don County Historical Society,

These two paintings are obviously a matched pair.

Although unknown to some, Roesen also painted small
compositions. There are several in Williamsport. Stone

(pp. 33-37) listed twelve in his 1951 catalogue that are
10 x 12 or smaller, ten of which are fruit pieces. Roesen's
smaller compositions were usually painted on wood. I

have heard of a post -card-sized Roesen in Williamsport,
but have never seen it. It may be Stone's No. 30, which is

4 2 X 62. Roesen's smaller compositions are beginning to
be recognized. A small 10 x 8 floral, with Roesen's
printed signature, was sold at auction in May, 1973 at

Williamsport for $8, 500. 00.

12. Fruit, 18 x 23 2. Signed "L, Bartol" in lower right

comer. Huntingdon County Historical Society. Lyle Bartol

was a late 'teen-age girl when she was a student of Roesen
in Huntingdon in the early 1860's, She later removed to

Philadelphia and continued to paint. When she died "about
100" paintings were found in her Philadelphia home, not
all of which were still -lifes.

Two other Roesen-like paintings are believed to

have been painted in Huntingdon, but whether they

were painted by students of Roesen is not known.
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Details and Reservation Form will be mailed to all alumni

in September. Reserve the date— now; call fellow-alumni,

and come back to Lycoming for Homecoming— 1973 on

October 20th.


















